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1 GENERAL 

The Sierra Leone Civil Aviation Authority’s Advisory Circulars contains information about 

standards, practices and procedures that the Authority has found to be an Acceptable Means of 

Compliance (AMC) with the associated Regulations.  

An AMC is not intended to be the only means of compliance with a Regulation, and consideration 

will be given to other methods of compliance that may be presented to the Authority 

Information considered directive in nature is described in this AC in terms such as “shall” and 

“must”, indicating the actions are mandatory. Guidance information is described in terms such as 

“should” and “may” indicating the actions are desirable or permissive, but not mandatory 

1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this AC is to provide guidance to aerodrome and aircraft operators in addressing 

the issues related to immobilized and disabled aircraft in an aerodrome environment. It also assist 

in identifying the relevant problems, then preparing and implementing an adequate plan of action 

to remove the disabled aircraft.  

This guidance is in-line with the related Standards in the SLCAR Part 14A. 

1.2 Description of Changes 

This is the first AC to be issued on this subject. 

1.3 References 

(a) SLCAR Part 14A – Aerodrome Design and Operations 

(b) SLCAR Part 13 – Aircraft Accident and Incident Investigation 

(c) SLCAA-AC-AGA019-Rev.00 – Strength Rating of Pavement. 

(d) SLCAA-AC-AGA005.Rev01 – Aerodrome Rescue and fire Fighting Services 

(e) SLCAA-AC-AGA006.Rev01 – Aerodrome Emergency Plan 

(f) ICAO Doc 9137 Part 5 – Removal of Disabled Aircraft. 

(g) ICAO Doc 9157 Part 1 -  Runways 

(h) ICAO Doc 6920 – Manual of Aircraft Accident Investigation 

1.4 Cancelled Documents 

Not Applicable 

1.5 Definition  

(a) Aircraft debogging – the removal of an aircraft from a runway or taxiway excursion where 

the aircraft has become bogged down but has relatively little or no damage is considered a 

“debogg” 
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(b) Aircraft recovery – Any aircraft that is unable to move under its own power or through the 

normal use of an appropriate tow tractor and tow bar will be considered an “aircraft recovery”. 

Egs. 

i) One or more landing gear off the hard surface of a runway, taxiway or apron 

ii) Aircraft bogged down in mud 

iii) One or more landing gear collapsed or damaged 

iv) An aircraft that is considered to be economically repairable 

(c) Aircraft salvage – an accident or incident in which the aircraft sustains substantial damage 

and the insurer considers the hull a constructive loss, will be considered “aircraft salvage”. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 Background 

An aircraft accident can occur at any time and in any weather condition with varying degrees of 

magnitude and the aircraft involved may likely require assistance to be removed from the site. 

The aircraft removal event can range from minor de-bogging, to major events including damaged 

or missing landing gear. 

A disabled aircraft will affect many parties; the travelling public, other aircraft operators, the 

aerodrome operator and the operator of the aircraft. The resultant runway and taxiway closures 

can substantially reduce the number of arrivals and departures and restrict movement around the 

aerodrome. Therefore, disabled aircraft that interferes with the normal activities of an aerodrome 

shall be removed expeditiously. The recovery process may take from a few hours to many days 

depending on the severity. While recovery incidents cannot be predicted, they can be anticipated 

and prepared for. 

2.2 Objective 

The objective of a disabled aircraft removal plan is to specify the roles and responsibilities of all 

parties involved so as to aid the appropriate management in ensuring that the removal of aircraft 

is executed as speedily as is consistent with the safety of personnel concerned and with the 

avoidance of further damage to the aircraft. It should also contain the processes and procedures 

required to return the aircraft to a hard surface. 

Note: Debogging - refers to the removal of an aircraft that has left the hard surface and got 

bogged down in sand or mud but has not sustained any significant damage . 

2.3 Regulatory Requirement 

(a) The SLCAR Part 14A – 9.3.1, requires that each aerodrome must draw up a comprehensive 

plan for the removal of disabled aircraft on or adjacent to the movement area, and a 

coordinator designated to implement the plan when required. Section 2.10 further requires 

aerodrome operators to make available to the aeronautical information service provider, 

information on the capability to remove a disabled aircraft on or adjacent to the movement 

area. 

(b) In the event of an accident/incident near or within the movement area, the provisions for 

the accessibility to the damaged aircraft can be found in the SLCARs Part 13 - Aircraft 

Accident and Incident Investigation.  

(c) Notwithstanding, a damaged aircraft may be removed or interfered with to such extent as 

may be necessary for all or any of the following purposes: 

(i) Extricating persons or animals; 

(ii) Removing any mail, valuables or dangerous goods carried by the aircraft; 

(iii) Preventing destruction by fire or other causes; 
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(iv) Preventing any danger or obstruction to the public, air navigation or other transport; 

and 

(v) if the aircraft is wrecked in water. 

2.4 Important Notes 

2.4.1 Disabled aircraft should not be moved without the approval of the Sierra Leone Aircraft Accident 

and Incident Investigation Bureau (SLAAIIB). Except as specified in the SLCAR Part 13 - 

Aircraft Accident and Incident Investigation. Wreckage of aircraft should be left undisturbed until 

the arrival of the Investigator-in-charge of the accident investigation. 

2.4.2 In exceptional circumstances where safety of other aircraft is imperilled, the disabled aircraft 

should be removed as quickly as possible. If the aircraft or parts thereof must be moved prior to 

completion of the investigation, it is important that such an operation not be carried out without 

prior approval from the SLAAIIB/Authority, and not until: 

a. Photographs are taken 

b. The location and position of all major components are marked on the ground; and 

c. A diagram of the accident site including ground scars is drawn. 

2.4.3 the photographs should include general views of the aircraft from four directions. Photographs of 

the flight deck showing the position of all switches and controls should also be included. The 

location and position of the aircraft and its separated parts should be indicated by driving stakes 

into the ground or by markings on the surface as appropriate. The diagram of the accident site, 

preferably on squared paper, should record the location of all major components and their relative 

position with respect to a reference point or line. Detailed information on photographs to be taken 

and preparation of diagrams is contained in ICAO Doc 6920. 

2.4.4 if in the removal operation, the aircraft or any part thereof is further damaged, such damage, 

referred to as secondary damage, should be recorded so that it can be distinguished from impact 

damage. 

2.4.5 it is imperative that the aircraft manufacturers’ Aircraft Recovery Manual (ARM) be consulted 

prior to initiating the aircraft recovery process. 

2.4.6 Only qualified and experienced people must manage the removal process 

2.4.7 Safety precautions must predominate and take precedence over all other parameters and removal 

pressures. 

2.5 Disabled Aircraft Removal Planning 

(a) The provisions in paragraph 9.3.1 of the SLCAR Part 14A states that “A plan for the 

removal of an aircraft disabled on, or adjacent to, the movement area shall be established 

for an aerodrome, and a coordinator designated to implement the plan, when necessary”. 

(b) The capability should be based on the equipment available at the aerodrome and on 

equipment which, according to the disabled aircraft removal plan, can be available at short 

notice. Should the plan take into account an airline pooling arrangement, the determination 

of the capability to remove a disabled aircraft should also take into consideration the 

specialized aircraft recovery kits available from the aerodromes as mentioned in Appendix 

4. 
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(c) The disabled aircraft removal plan (See Appendix 1) shall be based on the characteristics 

of the largest type of aircraft that may normally be expected to operate at the aerodrome, 

and include among other things: 

(i) a list of equipment and personnel on, or in the vicinity of, the aerodrome which would 

be available for such purpose; and 

(ii) Arrangements for the rapid receipt of aircraft recovery equipment kits available from 

other aerodromes. 

(iii) A list of nominated agents acting on behalf of each operator at the aerodrome 

(iv) A statement of the airlines arrangements for the use of pooled specialist equipment; 

and  

(v) A list of local/international contractors (as applicable) able to supply heavy removal 

equipment on hire. 

(d) Prior to operations, an aerodrome operator must possess, or have access to the necessary 

capability and resources to execute the aircraft recovery plan to remove disabled aircraft as 

soon as practicable. If the execution of the recovery plan involves engaging services from 

external parties, then this arrangement shall be formalized. 

(e) The contact information (telephone/telefax number) of the office of the aerodrome 

coordinator of operations for the removal of an aircraft disabled on or adjacent to the 

movement area must also be made available to aircraft operators. 

(f) The aircraft recovery process is dependent on a number of variables. Generally, there are 5 

major steps identified with the removal process; 

(i) Survey 

(ii) Planning 

(iii)Preparation 

(iv) Reporting processes 

2.6 Response 

The removal of disabled aircraft can be complex and involves a number of specific procedures 

including multipart levelling and lifting actions. These procedures can be dangerous and safety 

precautions must take precedence over all other constraints. Prevention of secondary damage 

must also be a priority.  

2.7 Cost Template 

The direct costs associated with a removal incident are fairly easy to assess and record, but the 

indirect costs are much more difficult to appraise. Attempts must be made to capture these costs 

and make them available for further study. An Aircraft Removal Cost Template is provided in 

Appendix 3. 
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2.8 Responsibilities 

For an aircraft removal operation to be completed as quickly as possible, all parties must be 

expeditiously facilitated and already have the proper procedures in place. An efficient removal 

operation requires sufficient planning and readily accessible recovery equipment. 

2.9 Aerodrome Operator 

(a) Where the aircraft accident or serious incident occurs on or adjacent to an aerodrome, the 

aerodrome operator must immediately notify the SLAAIIB and the SLCAA. 

(b) The aerodrome operator must have: 

(i) an officer designated to coordinate the aircraft recovery operation; 

(ii) a disabled aircraft removal plan available; and 

(iii)a copy of aircraft operators’ removal plan on file, for every regular user of the 

aerodrome. 

(c) The aircraft must be removed in a timely and efficient manner. The aerodrome operator 

may take over the responsibility and contract the removal to a third party in the event that 

the aircraft operator is unable to recover the aircraft or could not proceed in a timely manner 

(d) The aerodrome operator must hold regular table top exercises with the aircraft operators to 

anticipate and prepare for various aircraft removal scenarios and their projected outcomes. 

(e) Aircraft recovery operations may be conducted while an aerodrome is still in operation. 

However, recovery devices such as mobile cranes may penetrate the obstacle limitation 

surfaces or interfere with radio navigational aids. Therefore, risks associated with the 

recovery operations must be mitigated to ensure aerodrome operational safety. 

2.9.1 Aircraft Operator 

(a) It is imperative that the aircraft operator notifies the SLAAIIB/SLCAA as quickly as 

possible. The SLCAR Part 13 contains standards on the mandatory reporting of certain 

types of accidents/incidents and the responsibilities of the various parties involved. 

(b) It is the responsibility of the aircrafts registered owner or aircraft operator to remove the 

disabled aircraft.  

(c) The aircraft operator may notify the insurance representative in the event of an accident or 

incident. 

(d) The aircraft operator must have an aircraft recovery process document available for review. 

The document must include information of the responsible party the aircraft operator will 

use to remove the aircraft and all relevant contact numbers. A copy of the document must 

be provided to the aerodrome operator. 

(e) In the case where the aircraft operator possesses the necessary expertise, the operator will 

perform the aircraft removal. 
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2.9.2 The SLAAIIB 

(a) Upon receipt of notification on the serious incident/accident, the bureau will commence 

investigation as soon as possible to ensure the aircraft is released in a timely manner.  

(b) The SLAAIIB may request the aircraft operator to carry out a number of initial tasks such 

as removal of the flight data recorder and removal of the cockpit voice recorder. These tasks 

may be requested and can be completed even though the aircraft has not been released. 

(c) Under no circumstances can the aircraft removal process begin without prior 

authorisation/formal release from this authority.  

2.9.3 Insurance Underwriter 

(a) The aircraft operator is ultimately responsible for his aircraft, which includes its removal 

after an accident. The insurance underwriter may be involved in the aircraft removal process 

through a representative. 

(b) The underwriter may assist the aircraft operator with arrangements for the removal of the 

disable aircraft.  

2.10 Runway Excursions 

(a) There are numerous factors contributing to aircraft recovery events arising from runway 

excursions, these are generalized as follows: 

(i) Flight control system failures; 

(ii) Power plant such as actual engine failure or failure of the thrust reverse system; 

(iii)Landing gear such as hydraulics, brakes, tires, steering; 

(iv) Weather such as rain, crosswinds, visibility, runway friction; 

(v) Maintenance, weight and balance; and 

(vi) Human factors such as flight crew. 

2.11 Removal of New Larger Aircraft (NLA) 

(a) The added restrictions relating to the size and weight of the NLA increases the pressure for 

the speedy removal of the aircraft. With the advent of these NLAs, many new requirements 

are needed in the area of aircraft removal. As a result, aircraft removal equipment 

manufacturers have responded with the following: 

(i) higher capacity pneumatic lifting devices 

(ii) higher capacity aircraft removal jacks with arc movement control capabilities 

(iii)new technology designs in lifting equipment 

(iv) higher capacity lifting and towing equipment 

(v) larger temporary fuel storage equipment 

(b) Some of the major issues relevant to aircraft removal concerning the new code letter F 

aeroplanes will be identified in Section 3 and 5 of this document. For details on the 
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operations of NLAs at existing aerodromes, see Operation of New Larger Aeroplanes at 

Existing Aerodromes (ICAO Circular 305). 

2.12 Recovery of smaller aircraft 

Due to the smaller size, weight and minimal wing height above the ground, regional jets present 

unique aircraft removal problems that must be addressed, such as the requirement for smaller 

aircraft removal jacks and smaller pneumatic lifting device as well as lack of information in the 

Aircraft Recovery Manual (ARM) for lifting with cranes. 

2.13  Conclusion 

(a) An established command structure and clear lines of communication between various 

parties (.e.g. ATC) is essential to the efficient removal of disabled aircraft, particularly if 

the removal operation interferes in any way with flight operations. While table top exercises 

can help to anticipate and prepare for various aircraft removal scenarios, a post mortem of 

an actual disabled aircraft removal event must be conducted to examine areas where 

improvements can be made. 

(b) Periodic review of the disabled aircraft removal plan must be conducted by the aerodrome 

operator to ensure that the plan is in line with the aerodrome operator’s own safety policy 

and in compliance with the requirements found in the SLCAR Part 14A and in tune with 

the latest technology, where possible. 
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3 AIRCRAFT AND SITE SURVEY 

3.1 Objective 

The objective of this section is to clearly identify the major steps involved in the aircraft removal 

process and to assist in developing and ultimately implementing an appropriate removal plan. It 

must be noted that if initial conditions and parameters change during the process, each step of the 

implementation plan may have to be revised, which could be a continual process. 

3.2 Prior to Release of the Aircraft by the SLAAIIB 

There is a time period between notification of the accident/serious incident to the SLAAIIB and 

the subsequent release to allow access to the aircraft. During this time a number of preliminary 

tasks can be completed in preparation for removal; these tasks may include: 

(a) Recording of the initial accident/serious incident data; 

(b) Preparations for site security including fire, theft and access control; 

(c) Confirmation of the availability of the removal team members; 

(d) Arrangement for delivery of local recovery equipment; 

(e) Preparations for movement of specific removal equipment such as International Airline 

Technical Pool (IATP) kits from other sources (see Appendix 4); 

(f) Establishment of communication with the aerodrome operator, aircraft operator and the 

SLAAIIB; 

(g) Identification of what types of dangerous goods were being carried on board as cargo; 

(h) Obtaining current drawings/maps of the aerodrome to asses access routes to the site; 

(i) Transportation of the required personnel to and from the removal site; 

(j) Confirmation of shipping details for the required recovery equipment; 

(k) Visas, passports, vaccinations and related certificates; and 

(l) Hotel accommodations and local transportation. 

3.3 Release by the SLAAIIB 

Once the SLAAIIB has formally released the aircraft, an initial survey can be carried out. A report 

on the general condition of the aircraft and its systems must be completed as soon as possible 

(see 3.4 below). 

3.4 Initial Aircraft Survey 

(a) As mentioned in section 3.3 above, an aircraft survey can only be carried out once the 

SLAAIIB has released or granted access to the aircraft. Items to be recorded can include the 

following: 

(i) the integrity of the aircraft structure and landing gear; 

(ii) an appraisal of the soil conditions; 
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(iii) forecast of current and future weather conditions; 

(iv) relevant health and safety issues of personnel; and 

(v) expected environmental concerns. 

(b) In a minor incident where no injuries have occurred, the SLAAIIB may not respond to the 

notice of the accident/incident but will give verbal approval to commence the removal 

process. In this case the SLAAIIB will usually require a detailed report on the removal once 

completed. 

(c) Before allowing personnel to carry out the initial inspection of the aircraft or to enter or move 

under the aircraft, the aircraft must be properly stabilized. Once stabilized, a general visual 

inspection must be carried out, paying particular attention to the condition of the fuselage, 

wings, engines and landing gear. Any visible damage or fluid leaks must be recorded. This 

documentation, which forms part of the recovery records, can be in the form of photographs, 

sketches, measurements, notes, etc. 

(d) If it is an accident/serious incident (major) the aircraft operator, pending the investigation, 

may lockout any computer-based aircraft technical documentation. In this case the fuel and 

cargo loads will be unknown, and it will be necessary to wait until the aircraft is properly 

stabilized to establish these factors. 

(e) This initial survey is important when carrying out preliminary discussions with the SLAAIIB, 

the insurance adjusters, the aircraft manufacturer’s representatives and ultimately, the repair 

facility. As these discussions would normally take place by telephone; having access to this 

initial survey material is invaluable. 

(f) Usually the investigation of the accident/serious incident generates much more activity than 

the removal process itself. Because the objective of the investigation is to determine the cause 

of the accident/serious incident and provide details to prevent a reoccurrence of the event. 

The SLAAIIB may ask the aircraft operator’s engineers to remove the flight data and voice 

recorders from the aircraft and release it to them, for which a receipt will be issued including 

the aircraft registration and the serial numbers of the units. 

3.5 Inspection 

(a) Visual inspection of the aircraft without climbing on, entering or moving under the aircraft, 

a visual inspection of the aircraft must be carried out, taking note of any obvious and visible 

damage. Such damage must be recorded using stringer and fuselage frame or station 

numbers as references. Possible types of damage observed can include: 

(i) cracked, creased, buckled, distorted or torn fuselage and wing skin panels; 

(ii) broken and missing fasteners; and 

(iii) signs of overheating of any fuselage or wing panels or other components. 

(b) Any of the preceding types of damage are signs of failed structural components that must 

be considered questionable since failed structural components cannot be relied on to carry 
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their designed loads. Prior to any levelling or lifting, a more detailed inspection of these 

areas is required. 

(c) If any damaged or loose components that will interfere with the removal process have been 

identified, plans must be made to either remove or secure them in place. These components 

may include: 

(i) landing gear 

(ii) flap sections 

(iii) engine cowlings 

(iv) other non-structural parts such as damaged fairings, which can be a sign of hidden 

damage to other structural components 

3.5.1 Electrical system 

Further inspection of the electrical system is warranted if structural damage to the aircraft is 

evident. The decision to disconnect the aircraft’s main batteries must not be taken lightly as it can 

greatly affect the recovery process. The ability to defuel the aircraft in a timely manner is greatly 

improved with aircraft power available. 

3.5.2 Fluid leaks 

Fluid leaks must be identified during this initial inspection. These leaks may include fuel, 

hydraulic fluid, wastewater, potable water or leaking cargo. Fuel leaks of any kind would mandate 

the defueling of the aircraft as a primary task. Other than potable water, fluid leaks must be 

immediately reported in order for a quick response by the hazardous materials clean-up crew. In 

the meantime, attempts can be made to cap lines, temporarily plug any leaks and contain the 

fluids with the use of absorbent materials or containers. 

3.5.3 Landing gear 

When inspecting the landing gear, identify any landing gear that appears serviceable. Landing 

gear in the extended position must be secured, by installing landing gear down-lock pins. Once 

the aircraft has been levelled and lifted, it is sometimes possible to extend the landing gear and 

secure it by installing landing gear down-lock pins. It is also sometimes possible to perform 

temporary repairs on failed, folded or retracted landing gear or to replace a damaged landing gear 

assembly if spares are available. In certain cases, repairs or replacement will take less time than 

attempts to move the aircraft using trailers, which will increase the chance of inflicting secondary 

damage to the aircraft. 

3.6 Initial Site Survey 

A thorough inspection of the area surrounding the serious incident/accident site must be carried 

out. The path of the aircraft from where it left the hard surface to where it came to rest will be 

quite clear. Using this information, the direction the aircraft will be moved needs to be considered, 

keeping in mind the shortest distance to a hard surface may not always be the best choice. A 

current aerodrome topographical site map will help when making these decisions. 

3.6.1 Terrain 

(a) The removal process will be more straightforward where the ground is reasonably flat. In 

an area where the ground consists of hills, slopes, streams and/or drainage ditches, the 
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difficulty and complexity of the recovery process will increase. The aerodrome site map 

can be used to note any irregularities or conflicting information. Buried electrical conduits, 

drainage pipes and culverts must be discussed with the aerodrome field maintenance 

department and will be important when planning the extraction route of the aircraft. Any 

type of animal life, including rodents and snakes, must be investigated and reported 

accordingly. 

3.6.2 Soil characteristics 

(b) One method used to evaluate soil conditions and load-bearing capability is the California 

Bearing Ratio or CBR. The CBR test measures the load necessary to force a plunger or 

penetrometer into a soil sample, thus identifying the inherent strength of the soil. Certain 

factors can affect the load-bearing capacity such as: 

(i) type of soil and substrate 

(ii) any signs of recent excavations 

(iii) disturbed ground 

(iv) excessive rain 

(v) drainage problems 

(c) Ruts left by the landing gear can be used to determine the load-bearing capacity of the soil. 

Some ARMs correlate these rut depths to the load-bearing capacity of the soil. There are 

many factors that are dependent on the load-bearing capacity of the soil. The strength of the 

soil will determine the choice of: 

(i) materials when building temporary roadways capable of supporting the aircraft’s 

weight 

(ii) earth anchors for tethering purposes 

3.6.3 Aerodrome map 

It is preferable to use an aerodrome topographical site map to identify obstacles such as fences, 

concrete footings, streams, drainage ditches, both surface and underground, culverts and buried 

electrical conduits. These obstacles must be considered when preparing the removal plan. The 

aerodrome field maintenance department can assist in identifying on the map any recent 

excavations near the serious incident/accident site and also use the map to plan a detailed removal 

route for the aircraft. 

3.6.4 Access routes 

(a) Access routes to and from the incident site will normally be a concern and must be planned 

with the help of the local ATC unit and the aerodrome map. The local ATC unit will provide 

direction and in some cases the aerodrome operator will provide escort vehicles, eliminating 

the requirement for radio contact. When choosing the removal route for the aircraft, it is 

necessary to evaluate the distance to the closest hard surface that can support the aircraft, 

the type of soil in the area, rut depth and physical obstacles. 
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(b) Actual pavement specifications must be taken into account for code letter E aircraft and 

especially for new code letter F aircraft. For example, a taxiway in proximity to the disabled 

aircraft that is not rated for the aircraft’s weight cannot be used without causing possible 

damage to the pavement. The bearing strength of pavements rated for various aircraft loads 

are reported using the aircraft classification number/pavement classification number 

(ACN/PCN) system. Information on the ACN/PCN system can be found in the SLCAR Part 

14A; and the SLCAA-AC-AGA019-Rev.00 - Strength Ratings of Pavement. Further 

guidance can be found in the Aerodrome Design Manual, Part 3 - Pavements (ICAO Doc 

9157). Further consideration is required when one or more of the landing gear is missing, 

causing uneven distribution of the aircraft’s weight. Further information on aircraft weight 

and footprint loads can be found in each specific ARM. 

3.6.5 Weather 

General weather conditions play a major part in the recovery process. Current and forecast 

weather conditions must be considered in properly planning the recovery process. These weather 

conditions include the following: 

(i) Precipitation - in any form will have major consequences on surface grading, soil 

load-bearing capacity and general recovery operations. 

(ii) Temperature - both extreme heat and cold will determine the type of clothing and 

shelter required. 

(iii) Wind - wind speed must be monitored to ensure that ARM limits on levelling/lifting 

operations are not exceeded. Wind will also determine the types and amounts of 

tethers to be used. 

3.7 New Larger Aircraft (NLA) 

Due to their size and weight, disabled aircraft that are classified under the code letters E and F 

require further evaluation and consideration when planning the removal process. Factors 

influencing the removal process of NLAs are: 

(a) increased fuselage length and wingspan; 

(b) increased weight; 

(c) substantial increases in volume of fuel and cargo; 

(d) access height for various components including engines, doors, wings and tail surfaces may 

be compounded by unusual aircraft attitudes; 

(e) general accessibility to the aircraft, which may require large areas of soil to be prepared and 

stabilized in order to move removal equipment and equipment for offloading cargo and fuel; 

and 

(f) the need to substantially increase the load-bearing capability of any roads being built. 
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3.8 Aircraft Recovery Manual (ARM) 

(a) The specific ARM produced by the aircraft manufacturer provides detailed information 

regarding the specific aircraft, which can include: 

(i) weight and balance information 

(ii) maximum loads for lifting and towing operations 

(iii) locations for lifting bags and associated skin pressures 

(iv) the location and numbering of fuselage frames and stringers 

(v) the location and type of composite materials 

(vi) the size and location of all doors and openings 

(vii) ground clearances 

(viii) ground connections 

(ix) grounding points 

(b) It is imperative that an ARM for the specific aircraft be consulted for required information 

during the removal process. Failure to access and properly use the required information can 

result in secondary damage to the aircraft and resultant delays in returning the aircraft to 

service. It is suggested that access to an ARM for all aircraft normally operating into an 

aerodrome be made available. This availability can be through the aircraft operator, the 

aircraft manufacturer, the contracted recovery company or a copy held by the aerodrome 

operator. 

3.8.1 Health and Safety Issues 

During any aircraft recovery operation, emphasis must be placed on the safety of all personnel 

involved. All necessary steps must be taken to avoid personnel injury and to ensure that these 

personnel are not subjected to any unnecessary dangers. 

3.8.2 Protective equipment for personnel 

Appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) must be made available for aircraft removal 

personnel. The type of equipment will vary according to the severity of the serious 

incident/accident and the existing and anticipated weather conditions. All aircraft removal 

personnel need to be aware of the various types of equipment available and to use it to the required 

degree. PPEs can include hard hats, safety boots, protective gloves, coveralls, particulate dust 

masks, respirators, parkas and rain-suits, etc. other factors that must be considered in providing 

the appropriate PPEs are local poisonous plants, insects and snakes. 

3.8.3 Contracted equipment operators 

All contracted personnel and equipment operators must be included in the safety approach of the 

aircraft removal team including all safety briefings. Since most heavy equipment operators will 

have little experience working closely around aircraft, many basic aircraft safety issues may have 

to be explained or discussed, including concerns of overloading equipment and the subsequent 

dangers involved as they relate to aircraft. These safety discussions must also include subjects 
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such as maximum lifting loads during crane lifts, and the need to follow the instructions of a 

clearly identified authority. 

3.8.4 Removal equipment 

The aircraft removal manager must ensure that all aircraft removal equipment is appropriately 

rated for the anticipated loads. All aircraft removal equipment must be visually inspected prior to 

use and attached tags attesting to appropriate load ratings and test dates shall be examined. 

3.8.5 Hazardous materials 

Hazardous materials at an accident/serious incident site can include various aircraft parts made 

from composite materials and dangerous goods being carried as cargo. Another example of 

hazardous material is depleted uranium, which is sometimes used for balance weights. Cracked, 

broken and torn metals also present significant hazards from their sharp and jagged edges. In 

most cases these materials present no dangers to the removal team in their serviceable state. 

However, composite aircraft materials must be approached with caution when they are broken, 

torn or burned. Most manufacturers’ ARMs will identify the location of any composite materials 

on the aircraft. 

3.8.6 Biohazards 

The dangers of blood-borne pathogens at an accident/serious incident site can vary in accordance 

with the severity of the incident. In an increasing number of jurisdictions, access to an 

accident/serious incident site can be restricted to individuals with a current blood borne pathogen 

training certificate. It is suggested that aircraft removal personnel familiarize themselves with the 

applicable State regulations and the Accident and Serious Incident Regulations or areas where 

they may be required to recover aircraft. Blood borne pathogen training shall be considered for 

all aircraft recovery personnel. Important areas of this training include: 

(i) biohazard risks associated with aircraft accident/serious incident investigation and the 

subsequent recovery operation; 

(ii) recognition of biohazards: 

(iii) exposure control plan, including procedures used to control exposure to blood-borne 

pathogens; 

(iv) modes of blood-borne pathogen transmission; 

(v) Hepatitis B virus (HBV) vaccination information; and 

(vi) personal protective equipment. 

3.8.7 Oxygen system 

(a) Only experienced personnel must be involved when handling or working with the on-board 

oxygen system, and all applicable safety precautions must be taken with this system. 

(b) Once the aircraft has been stabilized, any oxygen bottles on board the aircraft must have 

their valves manually closed and, if possible, the bottles should be removed from the 

aircraft. Cabin oxygen generators must be either secured or removed depending on the 

condition of the aircraft, the anticipated dangers and the time required removing them, as it 

is both a time-consuming and labour-intensive job. 
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3.8.8 Electrical system 

(a) Only experienced personnel must be involved when working on the electrical system, and 

all applicable safety precautions must be taken with this system. 

(b) Once the aircraft has been stabilized, and prior to energizing the electrical system, a 

comprehensive check of the electrical system must be carried out. First, a cockpit check 

must be carried out to confirm that all relevant switches and selectors are in the appropriate 

position and that the aircraft electrical system is serviceable and secure. If changes are made 

to switches or selectors, they must be properly documented. All applicable cautions and 

warnings pertaining to the specific aircraft must be adhered to. 

(c) The main aircraft batteries must be disconnected if the aircraft electrical system is found to 

be unserviceable. Fire extinguishers in remote locations are activated by explosive “squibs”. 

If there is any doubt about the integrity of the aircraft electrical systems, these systems shall 

be disconnected or removed. For safety reasons, whether the electrical system is serviceable 

or not, the aircraft must still be properly grounded. Emergency power ram air turbines 

(RAT) systems are often heavy and have substantial deployment mechanisms, usually 

utilizing springs. These systems shall be fitted with specific safety-retaining devices. 

3.8.9 Fuel system 

(a) Only experienced personnel must be involved when handling or working with the on-board 

oxygen system, and all applicable safety precautions must be taken with this system. 

(b) On the initial aircraft survey, specific inspections will indicate whether there are any fuel 

leaks from the wings, fuselage or engines. All leaks must be identified and reported to the 

appropriate aerodrome personnel concerned for immediate action. In some cases minor 

leaks can be temporarily plugged or repaired. Any evidence of fuel leaks will only escalate 

the importance of defueling the aircraft. 

(c) Once the aircraft is stabilized and if no leaks are evident, a detailed review of the fuel system 

can be carried out. After being declared serviceable, the fuel can be removed or used for 

stability control. If the electrical system is considered to be serviceable, the components of 

the fuel system can be used either for defueling purposes or for fuel movement between 

tanks. 

3.8.10 Dangerous goods crew 

Due to the widespread concern for environmental issues, especially around aerodromes, a 

dangerous goods clean-up crew, sometimes also known as a hazardous material (HAZ-MAT) 

crew, must be available to contain any fluid spills or leaks. In most cases, aerodromes require all 

spills or leaks to be contained and properly cleaned up. Dangerous goods clean-up crews must be 

equipped with the required materials for various fluid spills and leaks, including fuel, hydraulic 

fluid and waste systems.  

Aerodrome operators usually have standing contracts with companies to provide these services. 

In most cases the aerodrome operator, at the first sign of a spill or leak, alerts the dangerous goods 

clean-up crews. Aircraft operators must include dangerous goods clean-up crews in their contact 

information or aircraft recovery process document. 
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3.8.11 Fire safety 

Aerodrome rescue and firefighting service personnel and vehicles must be in place at the serious 

incident site during any defuel or levelling/lifting operations. During this time no smoking zones 

must be adhered to at all times. 

3.8.12 Other safety-related issues 

Another important safety issue is the inspection of aircraft wheels. Aircraft wheels must be 

inspected by qualified persons to ensure the wheels, particularly the rims, have not been damaged. 

The pressure and volume of gas in the tires could pose serious risks if the wheels/wheel rims fail. 
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4 WEIGHT AND CENTRE OF GRAVITY MANAGEMENT 

4.1 General 

4.1.1 An accurate determination of the weight and centre of gravity location is essential in determining; 

(i) The levelling/lifting technique to be used; 

(ii) The type and capacity of the selected equipment; 

(iii)The expected loads; 

(iv) Any anticipated changes to the stability of the aircraft; and  

(v) That the lateral and longitudinal balance limits not be exceeded during the recovery operation. 

4.1.2 it is necessary to calculate the weight of the aircraft and its centre of gravity location in order to 

anticipate changes in the stability of the aircraft. Both weight and centre of gravity location are 

also used to calculate the expected loads and to assist in the selection of the appropriate removal 

technique. Most ARMs provide worksheets to assist in calculating the net recoverable weight 

(NRW) and/or recoverable empty weight (REW) and the associated moments. 

4.1.3 In cases involving serious accident/incident, the aircraft operator is required to freeze or lockout 

all computerized information and quarantine all hard copy material or other data related to the 

specific aircraft involved. This will cause difficulties in obtaining load figures and weights for 

the flight involved. In such cases, estimated and generic weights will need to be used, and the 

recovery manager must take this into consideration when carrying out centre of gravity 

calculations, as these figures will only be approximate. Accurate calculations require data based 

on the serial number of the specific aircraft, information from the weight and balance manual and 

the operators load sheets for the flight. 

4.1.4 If the aircraft electrical system is serviceable, the on-board computers may be used to obtain flight 

information such as the amount and location of fuel on board, the actual centre of gravity location 

available as a percentage of the reference chord (RC). Information from other area of the airlines 

operation such as weight and balance or flight dispatch departments, will most likely provide 

figures expressed in terms of percentage of reference chord (% RC) or percentage of mean 

aerodynamic chord (% MAC), which may also be available from the aircraft’s on-board 

computers. 

4.1.5 The ARM will provide details on how to convert from % RC or %MAC to centre of gravity 

location measures from the aircraft datum point. The aircraft’s datum point is usually located 

forward of the aircrafts nose and is normally measures in metres moving aft from the datum. 

Fuselage frames and fuselage stations are recorded using the distance from the datum. 

Information related to the datum, fuselage frames and station numbers are all detailed in the 

applicable ARM. 

4.2 Centre of gravity terms and definitions 

Centre of gravity – the balance point of the aircraft. It is the imaginary point about which the 

nose heavy and tail-heavy moments are exactly equal in magnitude. 

Manufacturer’s empty weight (MEW) – the basic dry weight of a specific aircraft model that 

includes those fluids contained within closed systems. 

Manufacturer’s zero fuel weight (MZFW) – the maximum weight permitted before fuel is 

boarded. 
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Mean aerodynamic chord or reference chord (MAC or RC) – distance from the leading edge to 

the trailing edge of a wing. 

Net recovery weight (NRW) – the recoverable empty weight (REW) including some adjustments 

which comprise of: 

- Subtraction of the crew weight and crew baggage 

- The effect of missing equipment and components 

- The effect of fuel and cargo on the aircraft 

- The effect of the position of the landing gear and flaps 

Operating empty weight (OEW) – the MEW plus the weight of standard and operational items. 

Standard items include: 

- Unusable fuel 

- Engine oil 

- Fixed galley structure 

- Miscellaneous equipment 

Operational items include: 

- Crew and their baggage 

- Removable galley and cabin service items 

- Food and beverages 

- Portable Water 

- Emergency equipment 

- Waste tank pre-charge 

- Cargo containers 

Recoverable empty weight (REW) – the MEW plus the weight of various items of operational 

equipment that are an integral part of the aircraft. 

4.3 Managing aircraft weight and centre of gravity 

4.3.1   Managing the aircraft weight and related centre of gravity is the key to a successful removal plan 

as it has a direct impact on aircraft stability and the calculation of expected loads. Every aircraft 

removal is different, and how much weight must be removed will first depend on the actual ability 

to carry out the task and various other factors such as time, accessibility and cost. Every effort 

must be made to reduce the weight of the aircraft to the minimum possible. Fuel and cargo are 

generally the easiest way to remove large amounts of weight quickly. 

4.3.2 After choosing which levelling/lifting procedure is to be used, the next step is to calculate the 

aircraft NRW and centre of gravity in order to calculate the expected loads. These expected loads 

must be within both the aircraft allowable limits and the tooling capabilities. If the expected loads 

are not within these limits, it will be necessary to: 

a. Find an alternative levelling/lifting procedure to ensure that aircraft and tooling loads are 

within their stated limits; 
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b. Adjust the aircraft weight to allow the loads to fall into allowable limits; and  

c. Reduce the weight of the aircraft. 

4.3.3 Changes in weight and centre of gravity can be achieved by removing fuel and cargo, moving 

fuel from tank to tank or by adding ballast. 

4.3.4 Damaged aircraft components such as stabilizers, wing and flap sections, large fairings, landing 

gear and landing gear doors assemblies that are likely to interfere with the recovery process must 

be removed or secured in place. All removed components must be recorded, as their weights will 

need to be subtracted when carrying out weight and centre of gravity calculations. 

4.3.5 Galley catering units and trolleys can also have a significant influence on the centre of gravity. 

The weights and moments involved can be substantial, especially with aft-mounted galleys. The 

decision to remove galleys during a lengthy recovery may become a priority due to health 

concerns. Consideration must also be given to the removal of escape slides and slide rafts, as well 

as potable water and lavatory waste, as all are of significant weight. 
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5 PREPARATION 

5.1 Aircraft Removal Preparation 

The main issues associated with the preparation phase of the removal operation are the following: 

(i) stabilizing of the aircraft with tethers and shoring; 

(ii) removal of any damaged components that will hinder the process; 

(iii)wind and other adverse weather conditions, such as heavy rain; 

(iv) testing and stabilizing of the soil; 

(v) removal of any large components for weight reduction or other specific considerations; and 

(vi) preparation of the required levelling and lifting and general recovery equipment. 

5.1.1 Stability 

(a) Prior to any weight reduction and levelling/lifting operations, the aircraft must be properly 

stabilized. Stability is defined as the resistance of the aircraft to uncontrolled movement 

caused by destabilizing forces. These destabilizing forces are usually loads imposed during 

the weight removal process when fuel and cargo are removed and the weight reduction 

causes a sudden shift in the centre of gravity of the aircraft. 

(b) Stabilizing of the aircraft is carried out not only for safety reasons but also to assist in 

containing secondary damage, which may be caused by any unexpected movement. The 

levelling/lifting equipment may add to the destabilizing affects. One other common factor 

on destabilizing the aircraft is the velocity and direction of the wind. The use of tethers and 

shoring is the most common way of stabilizing an aircraft (see sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4). 

5.1.2 Stabilizing the aircraft 

Depending on the specific aircraft removal conditions, various steps can be taken to help with the 

stabilizing process as follows: 

(i) review safety procedures and ensure that all relevant and specific data is available; 

(ii) tethers must be installed as soon as practicable depending on the aircraft stability; 

(iii) shoring with timbers can be used to stabilize the aircraft; 

(iv) calculate the Net Recoverable Weight (NRW) and centre of gravity position; 

(v) mark the centre of gravity position on the fuselage with paint or a marker. This mark can 

then be used as reference for future centre of gravity changes. The reference mark can be 

changed as fuel and cargo are removed or ballast added; 

(vi) ensure the aircraft is properly grounded; 

(vii) install landing gear down-lock pins in any extended gear; 

(viii) move fuel from the low wing to high wing if possible; 

(ix) inflate the landing gear strut of the low wing and deflate the landing gear strut of the 

high wing; 

(x) extend wing spoiler panels in strong wind conditions; 

(xi) position horizontal stabilizer to a nose down position if aircraft power is available; 
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(xii) try to maintain a forward centre of gravity position; 

(xiii) test the soil and, if necessary, stabilize the soil around the aircraft for movement of 

equipment and eventual movement of the aircraft; and 

(xiv) reduce the aircraft weight to a minimum as soon as feasible once the aircraft is 

stabilized. 

5.1.3 Tethers 

(a) General removal practice dictates that in many circumstances tethering and shoring are 

required. It will be necessary to evaluate the necessity and advantages for each removal 

event. During all levelling/lifting and weight reduction operations, careful monitoring is 

required to ensure that the aircraft remains stable and that uncontrolled movement of the 

aircraft is prevented. 

(b) Tethers must be firmly attached to the aircraft using either special attachment fittings provided 

by the aircraft manufacturer or through various other means such as wooden fixtures attached 

to doorways and window cut-outs, and  cables or straps attached to various wing strong 

points, which are described in the specific ARM. 

(c) The number of tethers used will be determined by the amount of instability, the specific 

removal process and the wind speed and direction. The specific ARM will provide precise 

details on where to attach the tethers, at what angles they must be installed and the maximum 

loads that can be exerted at each position. 

(d) Tethers must be securely attached to some form of ground anchor and equipped with 

load-tensioning devices. They should also protected with load-measuring equipment, such 

as scales or dynamometers, which will allow the loads to be properly monitored and 

adjusted. As the aircraft is levelled/lifted or the centre of gravity moved, these tethers must 

be constantly adjusted to maintain a consistent restraining force. 

5.1.4 Shoring 

(a) Shoring of the aircraft may be necessary to make the aircraft stable prior to the removal of 

fuel or cargo. Shoring can also be used to hold the aircraft in position while levelling and 

lifting equipment is repositioned. It is possible to use large timbers to support the forward or 

aft fuselage and/or the lower wing surfaces. The timbers and supports must be placed in the 

correct load-bearing areas and properly padded to prevent secondary damage. Protective 

padding can consist of heavy felt, rubber sheets, mattresses, sandbags and, in some cases, 

rubber tires. Fuselage supports or cradles can also be fabricated to match the contours of the 

fuselage frames and must also be suitably padded. 

(b) As with tethering, the shoring loads must be evaluated and meet the allowable limits stated 

in the ARM. 

5.1.5 Ground anchors 

(a) Some form of ground anchoring device is required when using tethers. The selection of 

the appropriate anchor is dependent on the required holding capacity of the tether lines. There 

are three basic forms of anchors: 

(i) Commercial type ground anchors. Numerous manufacturers of ground anchors provide 

a wide range of anchors according to their suggested holding capacities. The 

manufacturer’s instructions must be followed when using any type of ground anchor. 
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Generally, ground anchors are impacted or turned to a specified depth depending on the 

soil stability with longer models required for loose soils and shorter  ones for compacted 

soils. 

(ii) Dead man anchors. This type of anchor is generally fabricated on site from available 

materials using, for example, car or truck wheels complete with tires, heavy timbers or 

railroad ties. Usually a hole is excavated, and the anchor materials are buried after 

being attached to cables. The hole is then backfilled with the cables forming an angle 

of approximately 30 degrees between the anchor and the ground. Caution must be taken 

when using this type of anchor, and experience is required to ensure adequate holding 

capacity. 

(iii)Heavy vehicles. If heavy vehicles are available, they can be used as ground anchors. 

However, their use must be carefully evaluated as once the vehicle is used as an anchor, 

it cannot be used for its original intended purpose. 

5.1.6 Anchor-holding ability 

The soil stability must first be tested to select the type of anchor to be used and to determine 

its holding capacity in various soil types. The holding capacity of the anchor is dependent on 

these variables: 

(i) the type of soil and the depth of the anchor 

(ii) the moisture content of the soil (as it increases, the holding capacity of the anchor decreases) 

5.1.7 Soil stability testing 

To ensure the ground around the incident site is capable of supporting the required equipment 

and the weight of the aircraft, soil stability testing must be performed. To do this, the type of 

soil and substrate must be identified usually by using a portable soil test probe. If the load-bearing 

capacity is too low, the ground must be properly stabilized. One of the methods used to evaluate 

different soil conditions is called the California Bearing Ratio (CBR), which consists of dropping 

a plunger or cone of a specified area and weight from a predetermined height. The measured 

penetration of the plunger or cone into the soil is plotted on a graph providing a CBR reading by 

putting a figure on the inherent strength of the soil. 

5.1.8 Wind loads 

Depending on the velocity and direction, wind loads impacted on the fuselage and vertical fin 

can cause serious implications on both longitudinal and lateral stability and have a large impact 

on attempts to stabilize the aircraft. The specific ARM will provide wind velocity limits for 

various levelling and lifting operations that will include maximums for lifting with jacks, cranes 

and pneumatic lifting devices. Forces imposed on the vertical fin by the wind can have a large 

destabilizing effect, and the amount of the destabilizing force is dependent on the wind speed and 

direction. Any decision to remove the vertical fin must be approached with caution since fin 

removal is considered to be a lengthy, labor-intensive job, and any advantages must be carefully 

evaluated. Obstacle clearance of the runway or a runway in close proximity could also be a 

factor in deciding whether to remove the vertical fin. 

5.1.9 Damaged components 

The initial damage survey will have identified any damaged or unsecured components. 

Consideration must be given to removing any of these items that will interfere with the recovery 
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process or pose safety concerns during the levelling/lifting or moving process. Adequately 

securing any loose component is also an option to removal. 

5.1.10 Equipment preparation 

At this stage, a preliminary removal plan must be formulated. All available local equipment 

must now be available; this includes general aircraft removal materials along with any required 

heavy equipment listed in Appendix 6. Additional removal equipment that is required, such as 

IATP kits from other aerodromes, must be identified, and a request for its shipping underway. 

5.2 Communication Equipment 

(a) It is necessary to ensure that clear lines of communication between all relevant groups at the 

site are established. These groups may include aerodrome rescue and firefighting service, 

investigative authorities, S L P , ONS, RSLAF, aerodrome personnel and any contracted 

assistance. It is therefore important to ensure that adequate and reliable communication 

equipment, such as two-way radios, cell phones and very high frequency (VHF) radios, is 

available at the accident/serious incident site. Voice activated two-way radios are ideal for 

aircraft removal operations. Extra batteries along with power supply are also required for this 

equipment. 

(b) With the requirement to cross active runways, direct links with the local ATC unit by means 

of VHF radio will be necessary. The radio traffic and delays associated with the need to cross 

active runways can also impede the removal operation. Therefore, the ATC unit / aerodrome 

operator, should do everything possible to provide alternate routes to limit these crossings. The 

aerodrome operator should also provide escort vehicles eliminating the requirement for VHF 

equipment in any removal vehicle. 

(c) Short briefing sessions must be held regularly to keep all groups involved in the removal 

operation aware of these procedures and to alert them to any anticipated hazards and dangers. 

5.3 Preventing Secondary Damage 

(a) Secondary damage is considered to be damage caused to the aircraft during the removal 

operation. The goal of a successful aircraft removal operation is to stabilize, offload fuel and 

cargo, level, lift and move the aircraft to a repair facility without causing any further damage. 

Every step of the removal process is prone to secondary damage and as such, must be 

continually monitored, and all the necessary steps taken to prevent it. The availability and use 

of the specific ARM for the aircraft involved will assist in averting any additional damage. 

(b) Secondary damage can add significantly to the repair costs and substantially increase repair 

time. The significant reduction of aircraft weight by the removal of fuel, cargo and other 

items is the single, most important factor assisting in the minimizing of secondary damage. 

In some circumstances however, secondary damage may have to be justified. Such 

circumstances could include cases where the accident/serious incident causes the complete 

closure of the aerodrome for a lengthy period of time and consequently, pressure to move 

the aircraft could include negotiations on secondary cost absorption if significant time 

reduction is realized. Any discussions on accepting secondary damage, must  include the 

insurance underwriters, as they will vehemently oppose any risk of secondary damage.  
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6 WEIGHT REDUCTION 

6.1 General 

The importance of weight reduction relates not only to actual removal of weight from the aircraft 

but also to control the centre of gravity. Caution must always be exercised during any weight 

reduction operation, as a significant shift in the centre of gravity can take place when fuel and 

cargo are removed. The main issues associated with the weight reduction phase of the operation 

are: 

(a) requirement for weight reduction; 

(b) removal of fuel and cargo; 

(c) removal of other large weight components; 

(d) use of fuel on board for centre of gravity control; 

(e) various defueling procedures; and 

(f) fuel storage. 

6.2 Requirement for Weight Reduction 

(a) The reduction of aircraft weight during an aircraft removal operation is accepted as a 

general removal principle and incorporates many benefits that include: 

(i) a lower New Recoverable Weight (NRW) 

(ii) a lower load imposed on the aircraft 

(iii) a lower load placed on the recovery equipment 

(iv) a more straight forward soil stabilization, when necessary 

(v) the ability to use equipment of lower ratings such as cables, slings, etc. 

(b) In some cases, the necessity to remove fuel and cargo can be eliminated completely or in 

other cases reduced significantly. When making this decision, the following questions are 

to be considered: 

(i) Is there only minimal fuel remaining on board? 

(ii) Is there only minimal passenger baggage and cargo on board? 

(iii) Will it be necessary to use fuel and cargo weight for stability control? 

(iv) How much time, material and Labor will be required to excavate and prepare roads 

for fuel trucks and cargo loaders? 

(v) What is the expected fuel and cargo removal times versus the urgency in removing 

the aircraft? 

(vi) How much time is required to obtain adequate fuel storage? 

(vii) Are the allowable maximum loads within limits? 
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(viii) What is the capacity of the available leveling/lifting equipment? 

(ix) Is it necessary to reduce the aircraft weight only to the point where maximum 

leveling/lifting loads will not be exceeded? 

(c) The decision not to reduce aircraft weight or to only partially reduce it must not be taken 

lightly; moreover, it is not the recommended approach. All possible repercussions must be 

thoroughly investigated prior to making these decisions, as there is great potential for 

secondary damage when the proper removal procedures are not implemented. 

6.3 Fuel and Cargo Removal 

(a) Important considerations to keep in mind during the fuel and cargo removal process 

includes the following: 

(i) fuel and cargo removal must only take place once the damage survey has been 

completed and stability and centre of gravity considerations have been taken into 

account; 

(ii) a proper defueling procedure be chosen only after a thorough damage survey of the 

aircraft to determine the functional status and serviceability of the fuel system; 

(iii) in most cases, fuel is the largest removable weight component followed closely by 

cargo; 

(iv) aircraft weight change will affect centre of gravity, aircraft stability and expected 

loads; 

(v) be prepared for and anticipate sudden attitude changes as fuel or cargo is removed. 

The changes can affect both the longitudinal and lateral axis of the aircraft; 

(vi) unusual attitudes caused by collapsed, missing or heavily bogged landing gear will 

increase the difficulty of removing both fuel and cargo; 

(vii) once the aircraft is stabilized, and before any levelling/lifting operations are 

performed, it is usual to remove baggage and cargo from compartments in the 

following order: 

(1) the aft bulk compartments; 

(2) the forward compartments; and 

(3) the centre section cargo compartments. 

Once baggage and cargo are removed, the fuel removal process can begin. 

The use of onboard fuel for centre of gravity and stability control 

(b) There are cases where it may be prudent to leave all or some of the onboard fuel in place as 

it can be used to help stabilize the aircraft. For example, in a situation where the low wing 

landing gear is missing, retracted or bogged in mud, the fuel can be pumped from the low 

wing to the high wing to help reduce the weight on the low wing. Another reason for moving 
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fuel from the low wing to the high wing is to help prevent the damage of engines from 

contacting the ground. 

(c) In the case of a nose gear collapse, fuel could be moved from the forward fuselage tanks to 

aft mounted tanks to decrease weight on the nose. 

6.4 Removal of Large Weight Components 

(a) If extensive damage to any major components is recorded during the aircraft survey, it will 

be necessary to ensure that these components are either removed or secured to prevent a 

safety threat. These components could include the following: 

(i) landing gear and gear doors 

(ii) ailerons, flaps and other wing components 

(iii) elevator and rudder components 

(iv) engines 

(v) damaged fuselage or wing structure 

(b) Components that are either badly damaged, hanging loosely in place or torn from their 

attachments will require investigation. It is essential that these units be completely removed 

or securely attached in place to prevent unwanted movement during the levelling/lifting 

process since the risk of heavy components moving unnoticed can cause a shift in the centre 

of gravity. 

(c) Large components such as landing gear and engines present difficulty in any attempts to 

temporarily secure them in place due to the weights involved. In these cases it may be easier 

to remove them completely. Ailerons, flaps, elevators and rudders can usually be secured 

in place. Damaged or jagged sections of fuselage or wing structure that are loose can be cut 

away to prevent injury. Any removed components or structure must be recorded and their 

weights and moments properly subtracted from the aircraft weight. 
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7 LEVELLING AND LIFTING 

7.1 General 

(a) This chapter outlines the methods and processes required when levelling/lifting disabled 

aircraft. Each aircraft recovery incident is unique and must be thoroughly evaluated prior to 

any levelling/lifting operations being initiated. The basic requirement is to level and lift the 

aircraft to a height where maintenance jacks can be installed, allowing the landing gear to 

be extended, repaired, replaced or allowing for a recovery trailer to be installed. An overview 

of the required steps is as follows: 

(i) ensure the aircraft has been officially released by the investigative authorities; 

(ii) resolve all related health and safety issues; 

(iii)calculate the aircraft weight and centre of gravity; 

(iv) ensure the aircraft has been properly stabilized; 

(v) resolve all weight reduction issues; and 

(vi) ensure all required equipment and personnel are available. 

In all circumstances, the aircraft must be levelled first and then lifted. 

(b) There are a number of different circumstances that will leave the aircraft sitting at an unusual 

altitude after an accident/serious incident. These scenarios may include the following: 

(i) nose landing gear collapsed, missing or retracted; 

(ii) nose landing gear collapsed missing or retracted along with one main landing gear 

collapsed missing of retracted; 

(iii) one main landing gear collapsed, missing or retracted; 

(iv) two or more main landing gear collapsed, missing or retracted; 

(v) all landing gear collapsed, missing or retracted; 

(vi) the aircraft is in a tail tipped attitude; and 

(vii) the aircraft is in an unusual attitude due to one or more landing gear deeply bogged or 

buried in soft ground.  

Solutions to these and other conditions will be found in most specific ARMs. 

7.1.1 Levelling 

(a) Prior to lifting the aircraft, it is first necessary to establish the level attitude about the lateral 

and longitudinal axis. Different aircraft types will each provide a different means of 

confirming these pitch and roll angles. Examples of  some of these are: 

(i) on-board computers of most modern aircraft can provide information on level attitude 

when electrical power is available; 

(ii) the ARAM will specify longitudinal and lateral points on the aircraft, such as floor beams 

and seat tracks, where a spirit level can be placed; and 

(iii)plumb bobs can be attached at grid points in wheel well areas to indicate the aircraft 

attitude. 
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(b) These levelling points can be used during the levelling and lifting process to confirm when a 

proper aircraft attitude is reached and then monitored to maintain the level attitude. When the 

level attitude is reached, the levelling process may begin and is generally carried out in two 

distinct steps: levelling about the lateral axis (wings); and levelling about the longitudinal 

axis (fuselage). Sometimes it is only necessary to use one of the lifting points during the 

levelling process. In this case, the aircraft will pivot about a fixed point such as one of the 

landing gear. 

7.1.2 Lifting 

(a) Once the aircraft has been properly levelled, it can be raised to the required height. Height 

requirements must include sufficient room to: 

(i) extend and lock a retracted landing gear; 

(ii) place hanger or maintenance type jacks in position while further work is carried out on the 

landing gear, including landing gear replacement; and 

(iii)place special aircraft recovery trailers or trucks under the wings and/or fuselage. 

(b) If the lifting equipment being used is not capable of lifting to the required height in a single 

step, it may be necessary to lift the aircraft in stages. In this case, extra support from shoring 

or cradles will be necessary while the lifting equipment is repositioned. For additional lift, it 

may be necessary to build a platform under a jack or pneumatic lifting device. Shoring may 

also be required when maximum arc movement is reached during lifting with jacks, and 

repositioning of the jacks is required. During any shoring operations, allowable shoring loads 

must always be calculated and monitored (see Chapter 4). There are various devices used to 

level and lift disabled aircraft. The generally accepted devices include: jacks, pneumatic 

lifting devices, and cranes and slings. In some cases it will be necessary to use a combination 

of these devices to successfully level and lift a disabled aircraft. 

7.2 Jacks 

Aircraft are generally lifted with jacks from reinforced hard points on the wings and fuselage. 

There is usually one jack point under each wing and another jack point on either the forward or aft 

fuselage. Other jack points on the aircraft may not be capable of supporting a normal jacking load 

and are intended to be used strictly for stabilizing purposes. The ARM will identify the specific 

locations of all jacking and stabilizing points. In all cases, jacks must be placed on a flat, stable, 

base such as steel plates, and the ground may have to be stabilized. During the levelling or lifting 

process, it may be possible to use only one of the jack lifting points to level the aircraft, which 

will then pivot around a fixed point such as the main landing gear. An example of such would be 

the case of a nose gear collapse where only a single lifting point at the forward fuselage would 

be available, and the aircraft would pivot around the main landing gear. 

7.2.1 Type of jack 

The various types of jacks used to lift an aircraft are as follow: 

(i) Specialized aircraft recovery jacks. These are capable of freely following the arc 

movement within specified limits and must be operated according to applicable 

operating instructions. Two different  designs are available: 

(1) monopole design: consisting of a single cylinder attached to a large flexible base 

plate; and 
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(2) Tripod design: consisting of three multi-stage legs that are individually 

controlled and operated. Pressure gauges are installed on each leg allowing 

independent operation and control of the loads  on the individual leg. This allows 

the operator to ensure that the arc movement is kept within the specified limits. 

(ii) Bottle or wheel type jacks. These can be useful for initial levelling and lifting in 

constricted areas. They have the same limitations as the standard maintenance jacks. 

(iii)Recovery jacks for NLAs. These can provide continuous measuring and recording of 

loads during the entire jacking process and can automatically control side loads as they 

extend. 

7.2.2 Jacking loads 

Jacking loads must be calculated prior to any lifting operation. The specific ARM will provide 

details on how to calculate the expected vertical loads during levelling and lifting operations. The 

structure near the jack points must be undamaged and capable of carrying the anticipated loads. 

7.2.3 Side loads and arc movement 

Side loads can be imposed as a result of the arc through which the jack pad will travel as the aircraft 

is raised from an unusual altitude. Misalignment will induce side loads that may cause secondary 

damage and possibly force the jack to topple. This movement or lateral translation of the jack 

head is known as arc movement and must be controlled during all jacking operations. Structural 

damage can occur if side loads are imposed that are greater than allowable limits. Special aircraft 

recovery jack heads move and follow this arc movement so there are no related side loads. 

7.2.4 Jack stability 

When jacks are used to lift aircraft from unprepared surfaces, the area on which the jack rests 

must be properly stabilized. This may include requirements to excavate and prepare the area with 

a gravel base, steel plates and plywood in order to support the anticipated loads. The base must 

also be large enough to allow for repositioning of the jack if necessary. 

7.2.5 Lifting with jacks 

(a) Before the lifting process can begin, the aircraft must be levelled. The levelling process 

must always start laterally then longitudinally from the lowest point. 

(b) As with other lifting devices, there are general preparations and precautions to take prior to 

any lifting operation with jacks, such as: 

(i) ensure that all safety instructions are complied with; 

(ii) monitor and ensure that wind speeds are not exceeded; 

(iii) ensure that the aircraft is tethered if required; 

(iv) ensure that all weights and loads have been calculated; 

(v) ensure that the platform area for the jack is large enough to change jack position as the 

aircraft is lifted, if necessary; 

(vi) determine the type of jack to be used and ensure that it is capable of supporting the 

required load; 

(vii) ensure that all the manufacturer’s operating instructions are complied with; 

(viii) install fittings or jack pad adapters at the jack points; 
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(ix) ensure that landing gear down-lock pins are installed in any serviceable landing gear; 

(x) discuss with the jack operators and other personnel what is expected to happen as the 

aircraft is raised and what is expected of each operator; 

(xi) ensure that no unnecessary personnel are in the safety zone; 

(xii) ensure that adequate communication is available between the jack operators, the 

recovery manager and the lifting coordinator; 

(xiii) attach plumb bobs to various fuselage and wing locations to assist with monitoring the 

relative attitude of the aircraft as it is lifted; 

(xiv) ensure that personnel are available to monitor and adjust the tension loads as the 

aircraft is lifted, if tethers are being used; 

(xv) provide tail tip protection; 

(xvi) follow the aircraft manufacturer’s recommendations regarding whether the parking 

brakes must be set, wheel chocks installed and whether it is necessary to deflate the 

landing gear shock struts; 

(xvii) if the required lifting height is greater than the jack extension height, shoring will be 

required while a platform is fabricated to provide additional lift; 

(xviii) jack operators must monitor the jacking loads at all times during the jacking operation; 

(xix) the jacking operation must be carried out in a controlled and steady movement; and 

(xx) install landing gear down-lock pins in any landing gear that is serviceable . 

(c) When the aircraft is lifted to the required height, the jacks must be left in place as a safety 

precaution in the following circumstances: 

(i) when attempting to extend any landing gear that is capable of supporting the aircraft’s 

weight; 

(ii) when work on the landing gear is carried out; and 

(iii)when repairs or replacement of any damaged landing gear is undertaken. 

If it is not possible to make the landing gear serviceable, removal trailers or trucks will be required 

to move the aircraft. 

7.2.6 Other jacking requirements 

(a) Initial lifting of the aircraft may be necessary to gain clearance for positioning aircraft 

removal jacks, or to make room for positioning lifting bags or lifting straps. In cases where 

the landing gear is collapsed, missing or retracted, or engines are missing, the aircraft will 

provide very little clearance for positioning lifting devices. In this case, wheel change axle 

jacks or bottle jacks can be used to lift the aircraft to a sufficient height. Again, all loads must 

be properly calculated and complied with. 

(b) In the event the aircraft comes to rest with landing gear extended but with multiple tire 

failures, special lifting requirements will be necessary. With more than one tire failure on 

the same axle, it will be difficult to place normal axle jacks due to the limited clearance. 

However, there are a number of special purpose jacks, jacking adapters and ramps available 

for this purpose. The specific ARM will provide details on this subject. 
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7.3 Pneumatic Lifting Devices 

(a) Different designs of pneumatic lifting devices are available to achieve the desired lift during 

aircraft removal operations. Depending on the design, different methods can be used to 

control lateral stability and arc movement during the lift. 

(b) The most common pneumatic lifting devices use bags with a multi-element or multi-

compartment design for aircraft removal operations. Multi-element pneumatic lifting bags 

are designed to restrict the expansion of the individual element providing a flat slab shape 

of uniform thickness. Some degree of lateral instability is inherent in the design, although 

there are features that allow upper elements to more easily conform to the wing profile. 

7.3.1 Pneumatic lifting device capacity 

Pneumatic lifting bags are generally rated in terms of lifting capacity in tons and metric tonnes. 

Lifting bags are usually manufactured in approximate standard capacities of 15, 25 and 40 tons. 

Some manufacturers have developed pneumatic lifting devices with a higher capacity for the 

NLA. 

7.3.2 Pneumatic lifting device placement 

(a) Pneumatic lifting bags and other pneumatic lifting devices are normally placed under the 

wings, the forward fuselage and the aft fuselage. The ARM will provide specific details on 

where the lifting bags should be placed and the maximum allowable skin pressure in these 

areas. 

(b) When pneumatic lifting bags are used to lift aircraft from unprepared surfaces, the area that 

the lifting bags rest on must be properly stabilized and able to support the anticipated loads. 

As with jacks, this may include requirements to excavate the area and prepare it with a gravel 

base and/or steel plates and plywood. The base should also be large enough to allow for 

repositioning of the lifting bags and in some cases the repositioning of any constructed 

cribbing platforms. 

(c) It is important not to place lifting bags under any damaged area of the fuselage or wings. 

Where damage exists, lifting bags generally should be placed a minimum of one fuselage 

frame or wing rib away from the damaged area. On some aircraft the wing dihedral in the 

area of air bag placement is considerable, and caution must be taken to prevent the bags from 

sliding outboard under the wing. 

7.3.3 Calculating lift capacity 

(a) A major limitation with the use of lifting bags is their rated lifting capacity. For example, a 

lifting bag rated at   25 tons may not lift this load in all recovery events. The actual lifting load 

is dependent on the following few key factors: 

(i) the specified lifting capacity of the bag; 

(ii) the maximum acceptable skin pressure in the area the lifting bag will be inflated; and 

(iii)the measured surface area of the wing or fuselage that the lifting bag is actually in contact 

with. 

(b) If the lifting capacity required is greater than the capacity of the bag lifting, a different method 

of lifting will be required, or the weight of the aircraft will have to be reduced. Additional 

lifting capacity can be gained by pressurizing the aircraft cabin. Any increase in cabin 
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pressure will, in most cases, add to the allowable fuselage skin pressure, thereby increasing 

the lifting capacity. 

7.3.4 Platform cribbing 

(a) The inflated height of the lifting bag may not be sufficient to lift the aircraft to the required 

height. In this case, a platform can be built to increase the height of the lift, this method can 

however be time-consuming and labour-intensive. The platform must be made large enough 

to adapt to any minor position changes of the lifting bags, otherwise it will be necessary 

to dismantle it and rebuild it in a more accurate position. 

7.3.5 Lifting with pneumatic devices 

(a) Before the lifting process can begin, the aircraft must be levelled. The levelling process 

must always start laterally then longitudinally from the lowest point. 

(b) As with other lifting devices, there are general preparations and precautions to take prior 

to any lifting operations with pneumatic devices such as: 

(i) ensure that all safety instructions are complied with; 

(ii) monitor and ensure that wind speeds are not exceeded; 

(iii) ensure that the aircraft is tethered if required; 

(iv) ensure that all weights and loads have been calculated; 

(v) ensure that all the manufacturer’s operating instructions are complied with; 

(vi) ensure that landing gear down-lock pins are installed in any serviceable landing gear; 

(vii) determine the necessary lifting capacity and the number of bags required; 

(viii) confirm the placement of the lifting bags on the ground and provide protection from 

sharp objects with rubber mats or tarpaulins, keeping in mind that ground preparation 

may be required; 

(ix) protect the lower wing or fuselage from minor protrusions using rubber mats; 

however, it may be necessary to completely remove antennas and drain masts; 

(x) ensure that the area around the wing jack point is not encroached upon, as failure to 

provide an area for  the jacks may require the aircraft to be shored once the lifting 

process is complete, to allow for the removal of the lifting devices and positioning of 

wing jacks; 

(xi) place the lifting bags with the inflation fittings facing the inflation console if possible; 

(xii) position the inflation console with a good view of the lifting bags; 

(xiii) discuss with the console operators and other personnel what may occur as the aircraft 

is raised and what is expected of each operator; 

(xiv) ensure adequate communication is available between the console operators, the 

recovery manager and the lift coordinator; 

(xv) ensure that unnecessary personnel are not in the safety zone; 

(xvi) ensure that the compressor and console have adequate moisture traps; 

(xvii) unroll the inflation hoses and connect them to the console; 
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(xviii) after purging, connect the hoses to the appropriate lifting bag inflation fitting and 

confirm the correct hose sequence; 

(xix) attach plumb bobs to various fuselage and wing locations to assist in monitoring the 

relative attitude of the aircraft as it is lifted; 

(xx) if tethers are being used, ensure that personnel are available to monitor and adjust the 

tension loads as the aircraft is lifted; 

(xxi) provide tail tip protection; and 

(xxii) follow the aircraft manufacturer’s recommendations as to whether the parking brakes 

are to be set, wheel chocks installed and whether it is necessary to deflate the landing 

gear shock struts. 

(c) It may be necessary to lift the aircraft in stages if the lifting equipment being used is not 

capable of lifting to the required height in a single step. This will require the aircraft to be 

supported on some form of shoring or cradles while the lifting equipment is being 

repositioned, replaced or while a platform is being built to provide additional lift. If an 

adequate area is left available, jacks could be installed at this point. 

Note – during shoring operations, allowable shoring loads must be calculated and monitored. 

(d) When the aircraft is lifted to the required height, jacks must be installed or shoring fabricated 

as a safety precaution under the following circumstances: 

(i) when attempting to extend any landing gear that is capable of supporting the aircraft’s 

weight; 

(ii) when work on the landing gear is carried out; and 

(iii)when repairs or replacement of any damaged landing gear is undertaken. 

If it is not possible to make the landing gear serviceable, removal trailers or trucks will be required 

to move the aircraft. 

7.3.6 Inspections 

Generally inspections include a visual inspection in the area the lifting bags made contact with 

the aircraft to  ensure that there are no deep scratches or gouges caused by debris, stones or sand 

trapped between the lifting bag and  the aircraft. 

7.4 Cranes 

(a) Large mobile cranes, used in combination with various sling assemblies can be used in the 

recovery of  disabled aircraft and are possibly the easiest way to lift the forward fuselage, 

for example, after a nose gear collapse. The decision on whether to use cranes in the recovery 

operation depends on their availability, capability, serviceability and satisfactory records of 

safety inspections. In any case, extreme caution must be exercised. 

(b) Prior to any crane operation, a reassessment of the initial aircraft survey must take place to 

confirm details of any structural damage. Careful examination of any damaged areas must 

be made prior to placing any lifting straps. Normally the strongest locations for placing 

lifting straps are near jack points, fuselage frames, bulkheads, fuselage production joints 

and doorframes. The ARM will identify these locations. 
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Note - Tethering is important in any crane lift operation as even slight winds can cause large 

swinging forces. 

7.4.1 Crane types 

The types of cranes that can be used are: 

(i) Mobile cranes. Mobile cranes require a prepared surface called a pad to operate from. 

Depending on the size and lifting capacity of the crane, the requirements for the pad 

and access road can be substantial. 

(ii) All terrain cranes. All terrain cranes with high flotation tires provide good site access 

with less of a requirement for prepared surfaces, although lifting capacity is limited. 

(iii)Crawler cranes. Crawler cranes are available with substantial lifting capacities but 

require a prepared pad to operate from. The major problem with crawler cranes is the time 

required for transport and set-up. 

7.4.2 Slings 

(a) A sling assembly is comprised of cables, hooks, fittings, spreader bars and straps. Some sling 

assemblies can be quite complicated featuring elaborate pulley systems to distribute the load 

evenly through a number of straps as the aircraft is raised from an unusual altitude. Other 

slings can be quite simple consisting of a single strap and spreader bar. 

(b) The number of lifting straps needed is dependent on the anticipated loads. It is recommended 

that the strap width be not less than 200mm and fabricated from nylon or some form of 

carbon fiber weave. The ARM will identify placement of the straps around specific frames 

of the fuselage. Straps must not be placed near a damaged frame, stringer or damaged area of 

skin. Generally straps are placed a minimum of one frame away from any damage. Lifting 

straps must be used with an appropriate spreader bar, or secondary damage may result from 

the crushing action of the straps. One alternative, is the use of a crane on each side of the 

fuselage, each lifting one end of the strap vertically. 

Note - All straps must be inspected prior to use and should have the load rating and inspection 

date tags attached. 

7.4.3 Crane-lifting combinations 

(a) Cranes can be used as an integral part of the aircraft recovery operation assuming the crane 

has adequate lifting capacity. Generally, cranes of greater capacity than required offer much 

more flexibility in their positioning. Larger capacity cranes can be placed further away 

allowing for a greater operating radius around the aircraft. Jibs or jib extensions provide 

increased lifting height but do not increase the operating radius. As the boom angle of the 

crane decreases, the load capacity of the crane also decreases. 

(b) The required lifting height must be calculated to ensure sufficient lift height and boom 

travel range is available. The length of the lifting straps used must be determined to ensure  

that the maximum crane hook height is not reached before the required lift height of the 

aircraft is reached. 

(c) Following a nose gear collapse, the forward fuselage of most aircraft can easily be lifted with 

a proper sling and straps. In some cases, the nose landing gear is still serviceable, and once 

extended, the aircraft can be towed away. 
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(d) Some aircraft are capable of being lifted from the main landing gear support beam, landing 

gear trunnion or some form of lifting adapter attached to the landing gear. Access is gained 

through removable panels on the upper surface of the wing above the landing gear 

attachments. Most aircraft without removable upper wing panels are incapable of being lifted 

with cranes from the main landing gear. 

(e) In some cases, cranes are able to lift the entire aircraft when it is possible to lift from the main 

landing gear. In this case, the aircraft can be lifted using the landing gear attachments and 

straps placed around either the forward or aft fuselage. To accomplish this three-point lift, 

several cranes may be used. Three-point single crane lifts may not be feasible for larger aircraft 

but are useful on smaller aircraft where cranes of adequate capacity are available. 

(f) When using a single crane, the three lifting points can be tied together with a combination 

of lateral and longitudinal spreader bars forming a single lift point. This same principle can 

be carried out using multiple cranes, where each crane lifts from a single lifting point. When 

using three separate cranes, a spreader bar is only required at the fuselage lifting point. 

(g) Whenever cranes are used, adequate roadways and crane pads must be constructed. The crane 

pad must be large enough to cope with repositioning of the crane. Lifting loads must be 

calculated to include the weight of the sling assembly and any associated shackles and cables. 

The lifting loads must continually be monitored and recorded. Most modern cranes are 

equipped with not only load indication devices but also systems that will stop crane 

movement if a pre-set crane load is exceeded. 

7.4.4 Lifting with cranes 

(a) Before the lifting process can begin, the aircraft must be levelled. The levelling process 

must always start laterally then longitudinally from the lowest point. 

(b) As with other lifting devices, there are general preparations and precautions to take prior 

to any lifting operations with cranes, such as: 

(i) ensure that all safety instructions are complied with; 

(ii) monitor and ensure that wind speeds are not exceeded; 

(iii) ensure that the aircraft is tethered if required; 

(iv) ensure that all weights and loads have been calculated; 

(v) ensure that landing gear down lock pins are installed in any serviceable landing gear; 

(vi) determine the necessary lifting capacity and the number of sling straps required; 

(vii) ensure that the prepared roadway and crane pad can support the anticipated loads; 

(viii) ensure that cranes are placed as close to the aircraft as possible; 

(ix) confirm the placement of lifting straps and provide protection from sharp objects with 

rubber mats; 

(x) protect the lower fuselage from minor protrusions using rubber mats; however, it may 

be necessary to remove antennas and drain masts; 

(xi) discuss with the crane operators and other personnel what will occur as the aircraft is 

raised and what is expected of each operator; 
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(xii) ensure adequate communication is available between the crane operators, the recovery 

manager and the lift coordinator; 

(xiii) ensure that unnecessary personnel are not in the safety zone; 

(xiv) attach plumb bobs to various fuselage and wing locations to assist in monitoring the 

relative attitude of the aircraft as it is lifted; 

(xv) if tethers are being used, ensure that personnel are available to monitor and adjust the 

tension loads as the aircraft is lifted; 

(xvi) provide tail tip protection; and 

(xvii) follow the aircraft manufacturer’s recommendations as to whether the parking brakes 

are to be set, wheel chocks installed and whether it is necessary to deflate the landing 

gear shock struts. 

(c) When the aircraft is lifted to the required height, jacks must be installed or shoring fabricated 

as a safety precaution under the following circumstances: 

(i) when attempting to extend any landing gear that is capable of supporting the aircraft’s 

weight; 

(ii) when work on the landing gear is carried out; and 

(iii)when repairs or replacement of any damaged landing gear is undertaken. 

If it is not possible to make the landing gear serviceable, removal trailers or trucks must be used 
to move the aircraft. 

7.4.5 Crane operators 

Crane operators, although skilled, may have little experience dealing with aircraft. Therefore, 

the removal manager must ensure that the crane operator is provided with as much information 

as possible, such as the basic weights and centre of gravity position of the aircraft, as well as 

any ideas on how the aircraft will respond as it is lifted. Crane operators usually work with at 

least one other assistant or rigger who is responsible for giving the crane operator instructions 

for crane movement and lifting directions. The removal manager must communicate with this 

assistant or rigger and not attempt to direct the crane operator himself. 

7.4.6 Inspections 

Generally this will include a visual inspection in the area the straps were placed to ensure that 

there are no deep scratches or gouges caused by debris, stones or sand trapped between the straps 

and the aircraft. 
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8 MOVING THE AIRCRAFT 

8.1 General 

(a) Once the aircraft has been stabilized, levelled and/or lifted, it will be necessary to move it 

back onto a hard surface and possibly to a repair facility. It is preferable to move a damaged 

aircraft supported on its own landing gear. If an aircraft has left the hard surface, a temporary 

roadway of some kind is usually required (see section 7.2). 

(b) Prior to any type of movement of the aircraft, the removal manager will need to determine: 

(i) whether the weight and centre of gravity location have changed due to shifting of fuel that 

was unable to be removed during the defuelling operation; 

(ii) further weight reduction operations after the levelling process or the removal of any large 

components; 

(iii)the serviceability of the landing gear by: 

(1) carrying out a detailed inspection of the landing gear to confirm its structural 

integrity; 

(2) ensuring that the landing gear is capable of supporting the weight of the aircraft 

during any winching or towing operations; 

(3) making certain the landing gear down-lock pins are installed in any serviceable 

gear; 

(4) completing a thorough investigation to determine why it is not possible to install 

down lock pins. Repairs must be carried out and the landing gear secured by 

other means prior to supporting the aircraft on that particular landing gear; and 

(iv) the direction the aircraft will be moved, depending on: 

(1) the distance to a suitable hard surface; 

(2) any obstacles that are present in the direction of movement; and 

(v) the requirement for construction of a temporary roadway. This will depend on the 

outcome of the soil stability tests during the site survey. In most cases, a temporary 

roadway will be required whether the aircraft is damaged or not. 

8.2 Roadway Construction 

(a) the basic requirements for a constructed roadway are that generally it must be capable of 

supporting the weight of the aircraft and the recovery vehicles used to extract it. The roadway 

must also be wide enough to turn the aircraft if required. The interface between the 

constructed roadway and the hard surface is important, and the incline or ramp must consist 

of the smallest gradient possible. 

(b) In cases where the soil load-bearing capacity is high, and the ruts left by the aircraft tires are 

not deep, it may be possible to fill the ruts with gravel and move the aircraft backwards 

along these same tracks. Some ARMs provide charts that relate rut depth to aircraft weight 

and specify the depth of rut the aircraft can be moved in without preparing a roadway. 

(c) In cases where the soil is of a low load-bearing capacity, it will be necessary to excavate the 

unstable soil and prepare a proper base. The depth of the excavation will vary according to the 

soil stability. Large gravel is normally used to provide a sturdy base. Plywood sheets or steel 
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plates can be placed over the gravel bed as a roadway. Where the soil is very soft, railroad 

ties can be placed laterally over the gravel and then covered with plywood or steel sheets, 

which must be overlapped in a shiplap manner. In situations where distances are long or if 

there is an insufficient amount of material to form a complete roadway, the plywood sheets 

or steel plates can be reused by constantly moving them ahead of the wheels in the direction 

of aircraft movement. 

(d) When large timbers or railroad ties are used in the construction of a roadway, they must be 

covered with a layer of sheet material, such as plywood or steel, to prevent the loads of 

individual aircraft wheels from pushing the timbers into the ground or against the wheel 

behind it and stopping movement. 

(e) In some cases only a prepared track and not a full width roadway may be required for each of 

the main landing gear. A roadway or track may not be necessary for the nose gear; however, 

this depends on soil stability, how the nose wheels will be steered and how the aircraft will be 

pulled or winched. If aircraft systems are serviceable, a qualified person can operate the nose 

wheel steering system and in this case, communication is mandatory. Tow bars can be attached 

to the nose gear and physically manoeuvred to provide steering. However, the level of 

difficulty for this type of operation increases with the size of the aircraft, soil type and depth 

of ruts. In cases where manual operation is not viable, a small tractor can be used with a 

prepared roadway or track. 

(f) Various types of crushed stone, gravel or broken up asphalt can also be used as a base for 

the roadway. In wet areas or inclement weather, drainage pumps may be required to remove 

standing water and to provide adequate drainage for the site. It is necessary to ensure that 

all materials used in the recovery operation are safe, able to cope with varying weather 

conditions and are capable of withstanding the loads imposed by the aircraft and the 

recovery equipment. 

(g) Aerodrome operators and/or major aircraft operators at each aerodrome must provide a 

“General Aircraft Removal Materials and Equipment” list that must include the location and 

availability of every item. (see Appendix 6 for a complete list). 

8.3 Commercial Temporary Roadway Systems 

There are a number of commercially available temporary roadway systems,  v arious types 
consist of aluminium or composite sections that can be fitted or bolted together. Fiberglass and 
carbon fiber matting are also available for this purpose. 

8.4 Moving Aircraft with Serviceable Landing Gear 

 In cases where the aircraft has left a hard surface but has sustained little or no damage to the 

landing gear, and the soil load-bearing capacity is adequate, the retrieval process is fairly 

straightforward. When no roadway preparation is required, the aircraft can be pulled or winched 

directly onto a hard surface after taking maximum towing loads into consideration, keeping in 

mind that all loads must be monitored and recorded. However, in cases where roadway 

construction is required, an aircraft with serviceable landing gear can be moved once the roadway 

is built. 

8.5 Moving Aircraft with Unserviceable Landing Gear 

(a) Unserviceable landing gear generally refers to aircraft with damaged landing gear that either 

cannot be made serviceable or that have one or more landing gear missing. First, every attempt 

must be made to make as many landing gear serviceable as possible. It may take more time to 
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move an aircraft with unserviceable landing gear onto  some form of trailer system, which will 

cause the aircraft to be more susceptible to secondary damage, than it would be to use one of 

the following alternatives: 

(i) install a dummy landing gear (one which can support the weight of the aircraft but does 

not contain all the accessories such as brakes and hydraulic systems); 

(ii) make repairs or install temporary bracing to a damaged landing gear; or 

(iii)install a replacement landing gear assembly. 

(b) When repairs or replacement of the landing gear is not possible and all other methods have 

been  investigated, there are a number of ways of moving and supporting the aircraft, using 

one or more of the following equipment types: 

(i) flatbed trailers 

(ii) general purpose multi-wheel trailers 

(iii)specialized aircraft recovery transport systems 

(iv) moveable cranes (only in certain cases) 

8.5.1 Flatbed trailers 

(a) When only the nose gear is missing, a flatbed trailer can be installed under the forward 

fuselage. It is preferable that this trailer has some form of turntable to allow for the turning 

of the tow vehicle and trailer. Adequate protection must be installed to prevent secondary 

damage to the aircraft. 

(b) With one or more main landing gear missing, the aircraft can be moved using one or more 

trailers of sufficient capacity. Shoring or cribbing with adequate padding will be necessary as 

an interface between the lower wing surface and the trailer deck and must be properly secured 

to the trailer and rigid enough to support the loads imposed during movement. An assessment 

of the structural condition of the trailer must be made to ensure that it is capable of supporting 

the weight of the aircraft on the trailer. The pulling speed must be kept to a minimum, and 

any turns must be carried out using the maximum turning radius possible. 

8.5.2 General purpose multi-wheel trailers 

Multi-wheel trailers are similar to standard flatbed trailers except they are usually self-propelled 

and fully steerable. Multi-wheel trailers have a large load-carrying capacity and are prevalent 

in seaport areas and locations associated with heavy industry. 

8.5.3 Specialized aircraft recovery transport systems 

Specialized aircraft recovery transport equipment usually consists of a series of self-propelled, 

hydraulically operated, multi-wheeled trailers with adjustable supports that can closely conform 

to the fuselage and wing contours. The platforms or supports are independently operated and 

are adjusted through an integral hydraulic system. To prevent secondary damage to the aircraft, 

heavy padding is integrated into the support structure of the trailer. These specialized recovery 

trailers can be linked together with beams or cables and can provide good stability and turning 

ability. Another piece of specialized equipment is the forward fuselage turntable which, when 

attached to a trailer, allows turns to be made during the moving operation. 
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8.6 Moveable Cranes 

 When the entire aircraft is capable of being lifted with cranes, it can also be moved with them. 

Moving an aircraft will most likely require the use of large crawler-type cranes, which must 

remain close to the aircraft not only for maximum stability, but also to provide maximum load-

carrying ability. Carefully planned roadways will be necessary to provide a pathway back to 

the hard surface for each crane being used. One crane lifting the forward fuselage and one or two 

supporting the wings can simultaneously be used to move the aircraft to a hard surface where 

jacks can then be installed to support the aircraft. Manoeuvres of this kind must be very closely 

controlled, and communication between each crane operator and their guides is essential. Due to 

the complexities involved, moving aircraft with cranes must be a last resort when all other options 

have been investigated. 

8.7 Winching and Towing 

(a) Winching is the preferred option over towing, especially when moving an aircraft up a sloping 

surface, as it is more controllable, exerts a greater stable force and is not subject to surface 

conditions. Towing, however, offers the advantages of manoeuvrability, flexibility and 

uninterrupted movement over greater distances. 

(b) When the aircraft is off a hard surface, both towing and winching operations must be made 

from the main landing gear, keeping in mind that cables must never be wrapped directly 

around a landing gear piston or cylinder, as this will cause severe damage. Integral tow lugs 

are part of some landing gear assemblies; other landing gear can be fitted with specialised 

towing adapters. Nylon straps or carbon fiber loops wrapped around the landing gear 

cylinder and t h en  attached to a steel cable with shackles is generally the accepted method 

when tow lugs are not installed. Any landing gear used to pull the aircraft must be serviceable 

with down-lock pins installed. 

(c) Load-limiting or load-indicating devices must be used for all towing operations. These load-

limiting devices can be in the form of shear pins, but load-indicating devices are preferable. 

It is suggested to place winch or tow vehicles on a hard surface when initiating the pull. Wheel 

chocks must be moved continuously as a precaution to prevent the aircraft from rolling 

backwards. A vehicle with a restraint cable attached to the landing gear can be used for 

braking action. 

8.7.1 Towing from the main landing gear 

The main landing gear must be used for all towing and winching operations. Most aircraft have 

provisions for attaching towing cables to the main landing gear assemblies enabling the aircraft to 

be pulled either forwards or backwards. These provisions may consist of the following: 

(i) towing lugs that are an integral part of the landing gear assembly; 

(ii) removable lugs that can be interchanged to either a forward or aft position; 

(iii)adapters that can be installed to the forward or aft positions; and 

(iv) straps or loops of nylon or carbon fiber can be looped around the landing gear cylinder on 

aircraft without towing lugs or adapters. 

8.7.2 Towing from the nose gear 

Towing from the nose gear is to be avoided for all recovery operations unless absolutely necessary 

as nose gear towing is intended only for pushing or pulling operations on a hard surface. Prior to 
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any attempts to tow from the nose gear, a thorough inspection of the gear must be carried out. 

Any sign of damage to the gear will render it unusable for towing purposes. If the nose gear is 

used to move the aircraft, a load-indicating device must be incorporated to ensure that maximum 

loads are not exceeded. Pulling loads and towing angles must be carefully monitored. 

8.7.3 Towing with deflated tires 

In some cases it may be necessary to move the aircraft that has deflated tires. The ARM will 

give the allowable flat tire towing configurations. If possible, all deflated tires must be replaced 

before moving the aircraft. Extreme difficulty may be encountered during attempts to change tires 

on bogged gear. For example, deflated or damaged tires will create a dam effect when the aircraft 

is pulled, and the resistance may be so great that the tires will have to be changed. Deflated tires 

will also tend to wallow from side to side on a flat surface. Load-indicating devices must be used 

and monitored when pulling an aircraft with flat tires to prevent exceeding maximum towing 

loads. 

8.7.4 Towing load limits and towing angles 

When pulling an aircraft, the allowable towing load will vary with the towing angle. The ARM 

will provide the: 

(i) maximum towing loads for both pulling and pushing on the nose gear including maximum 

towing angles 

(ii) maximum towing loads for both forward and aft pulling from the main landing gear, 

including the maximum towing angles 

8.7.5 Towing turning radius 

The ARM will provide the necessary information on turning radii, steering angles and other 

manoeuvring data. It is important that the aircraft not be turned in a tighter radius than allowable 

in order to prevent exceeding maximum loads on the landing gear. 

8.8 Debogging 

 An aircraft that has left the hard surface can get bogged down in sand, mud or snow and not 
sustain any significant damage. The removal of an aircraft in this condition is referred to as 
“debogging”. The aircraft will be unable to move under its own power or through normal towing 
procedures using a standard tow bar and tractor; however, it can be moved on its own landing 
gear. Every debogging incident is different with many varying conditions and circumstances. 
General considerations involved in the initial debogging process are as follows: 

(i) confirm the weight and centre of gravity location; 

(ii) confirm the aircraft is in a stable condition; 

(iii) install landing gear down-lock pins; 

(iv) carry out a thorough inspection of the landing gear to ensure its serviceability and ability 

to support the weight of the aircraft; 

(v) ensure the wheels are chocked; 

(vi) if one landing gear is bogged down more than another, fuel can be moved from the low 

wing to reduce the weight on that gear; 

(vii) reduce the aircraft weight as much as possible; 
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(viii) confirm the soil stability and prepare a roadway if required; and 

(ix) excavate as much material as possible from around any bogged down landing gear. 

8.8.1 Moving a bogged aircraft 

(a) In most cases the bogged aircraft will be extracted in the opposite direction of its entry. 

Preparations for  moving a bogged aircraft include: 

(i) following the manufacturer’s instructions when using specialized equipment; 

(ii) attaching shackles and cables to the landing gear tow lugs if specialized aircraft 

debogging equipment is not available; 

(iii) using a pulley between the main landing gear and the cables is suggested to equalize the 

loads on each landing gear; 

(iv) using a load-indicating device to monitor the loads imposed; 

(v) connecting bridging ropes or cables between the towing cables every five metres to 

reduce uncontrolled cable movement in case of cable failure; 

(vi) connecting pulling cables to a heavy tow tractor or winch truck and, if possible having 

the pulling vehicle positioned on a hard surface; 

(vii) reducing tire pressure to give a higher surface area and therefore a lower footprint load 

as suggested by some aircraft manufacturers; 

(viii) steering the aircraft by using a qualified person to steer the nose wheels from the 

cockpit or using a standard tow bar and tractor for steering purposes only; 

(ix) having wheel chocks available to stop the aircraft if necessary; 

(x) ensuring the aircraft is moved at a constant speed with no jerky movements; 

(xi) stopping the pull, if necessary, in order to reposition the following: 

(1) pulling vehicles and cable system; and 

(2) plywood, steel sheets or other commercial roadway systems when there is an 

insufficient amount to form a continuous roadway. 

(b) Once the aircraft is back on the hard surface install wheel chocks. The aerodrome/aircraft 

operator should at this point, wash the landing gear and fuselage so that no mud or debris will 

contaminate the hard surfaces as the aircraft is towed. 
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9 POST RECOVERY CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

9.1 Data Recording 

Once the aircraft has been recovered and moved to a repair or maintenance facility, the details of 

the recovery must be recorded. These details should include but are not limited to the following: 

(a) the initial survey and inspection report, including diagrams and photographs; 

(b) initial calculations of the aircraft weight, anticipated loads and centre of gravity 

calculations; 

(c) information on the weight reduction procedures; 

(d) the technique used to level and lift the aircraft, i.e., jacks, cranes, lifting bags or combination 

thereof; 

(e) the loads imposed during levelling and lifting; 

(f) the loads imposed on tethers; 

(g) the loads imposed on the landing gear during the movement of the aircraft to a hard surface; 

and 

(h) details on any resultant secondary damage. 

9.2 Corrective Actions 

(a) In some instances it will be difficult to obtain certain load figures, but every effort must be 

made to monitor and record them. If monitoring equipment is not available, the recovery 

manager must justify and accept the risks involved. This information is necessary so that 

the proper inspections and corrective actions can be carried out prior to the release of the 

aircraft back into service. By providing the actual loads imposed, the aircraft manufacturer 

will be in a better position to provide comprehensive and detailed repair schemes for 

damaged aircraft following any accident/incident. Some ARMs may include information 

on what inspections are required following an accident/incident where the aircraft leaves 

the hard surface. Once completed, the entire package of data and information related to the 

accident/incident and any repairs required or performed, becomes part of the aircraft 

technical history. 

(b) The above-mentioned inspections of the removal process when carried out, will confirm 

that the removal was properly completed with no excess loads applied. This will be 

important if, at a later date, questions arise regarding the recovery by the operator, the 

manufacturer or the insurance underwriter. 

(c) The importance of using load-indicating devices cannot be overly emphasized. Load-

indicating devices are a standard in aircraft recovery events, and most IATP aircraft 

recovery kits now include them. 
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9.3 Incident Reporting 

The SLCAR Part 13 contains specifications for the mandatory reporting of all “international 

accidents” and certain “domestic accidents”. Further guidance is available in the Manual of 

Aircraft Accident Investigation (ICAO Doc 6920). 
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APPENDIX 1 - OUTLINE OF A DISABLED AIRCRAFT REMOVAL PLAN 

An outline of a disabled aircraft removal plan is given below. It is intended as a guide for basic 

matters to be covered in the plan as well as action to be taken by the main responsible parties for 

the overall aircraft removal operation. In general, the disabled aircraft removal plan shall be 

structured to take into account the principal functions shown in Appendix 5. 

1. Responsibilities 

(a) Removal of a disabled aircraft or parts thereof – Identify the person(s) or agency 

(usually the aircraft owner or operator) responsible for the removal of the aircraft, and 

define procedures in the event of failure to comply with such directions. 

(b) Notification of the aircraft accident or serious incident to the SLAAIIB - Identify the 

person(s) or agency (usually the aircraft owner/operator or the aerodrome operator) 

responsible for notifying the Aircraft Accident and serious Incident investigation Authority. 

List the details to be notified such as; the aircraft operator, time, passengers and extent of 

damage. 

(c) Preservation of aircraft, mail, cargo and records - Identify the person(s) or agency 

(normally the aircraft owner or operator) responsible for preserving the aircraft and parts 

thereof, cargo, mail, and all records. Define procedures to be followed when it is necessary 

to disturb or move the aircraft or parts thereof (i.e. photographs, marks on the ground and 

diagram of the accident site). 

2. Action Required by the Main Responsible Parties 

(a) The Aerodrome operator should, amongst other things: 

(i) Issue the required NOTAM as may be appropriate; 

(ii) coordinate all aerodrome operations with the ATS units for continuation of aircraft 

operations, when possible; 

(iii) determine if the serious incident or accident created any obstacles and, as a result, 

consider whether any section of the movement area should be closed; 

(iv) provide for the security of the accident/serious incident site and co-ordinate with the 

SLAAIIB on measures to be taken before the aircraft removal operation is initiated; 

(v) provide advance vehicles and personnel to escort airline equipment to the site; 

(vi) establish a removal command post at the site, if necessary; 

(vii) inspect all areas prior to resumption of normal aircraft operations; 

(viii) convene a removal operation debriefing of all interested parties. The debriefing may 

include a review of the requirements in the Aircraft Accident and serious incident 

Regulations, the coordinator’s chronological report, and a discussion of the 

procedures and equipment during the recovery operation; 

(ix) amend the disabled aircraft removal plan 

(x) to overcome problems identified under 2(a)(viii) of this appendix; and 
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(b) Aerodrome coordinator of disabled aircraft removal operations should, amongst other 

things 

(i) convene a meeting with the aircraft operator representative, the SLAAIIB, heavy 

equipment contractors and other parties as necessary, to discuss the most appropriate 

removal operation and agree upon a broad plan of action. 

This shall cover the following points: 

(1) escort routes between the aircraft operator’s area and the accident site; 

(2) defueling to lighten the mass of the aircraft; 

(3) requirements and availability of equipment for the removal of the aircraft; 

(4) use of the aerodrome and aircraft operator’s equipment; 

(5) dispatch of aircraft operator ancillary support devices to the scene; 

(6) weather conditions, particularly when a crane-lifting or pneumatic lifting-bag 

operation is necessary; 

(7) lighting of the site; 

(8) a contingency plan, should difficulties develop in the initial plan; and 

(ii) provide for a rescue and fire fighting vehicle, when necessary; 

(iii) supervise the aerodrome personnel and equipment assigned to the removal operation; 

(iv) make decisions on behalf of the aerodrome authority, as necessary, to expedite the 

removal of the disabled aircraft; 

(v) report further penetrations of the obstacle limitation surfaces due to the manoeuvring 

of cranes or other equipment during the lifting of the aircraft; 

(vi) monitor weather forecasts; 

(vii) maintain a chronological summary of the removal operation; 

(viii) have photographs of the removal operation taken where possible; 

(ix) where excavations are necessary, check with the appropriate aerodrome maintenance 

services for underground utilities; 

(x) keep the Authority, SLAAIIB and other aircraft operators informed of the progress of 

the aircraft removal operations; and 

(xi) participate in the removal operation debriefing. 

(c) Aircraft operator - The aircraft operator should, among other things: 

(i) arrange for portable stairs and removal of mail, baggage and cargo; it being 

understood that the authority to remove these items, must be secured from the 

SLAAIIB, 

(ii) designate one representative with the authority to make all technical and financial 

decisions necessary to remove the aircraft. The representative shall have the use of 

company facilities, personnel and equipment required for the removal operation; 
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(iii) consider designation of a representative to answer any questions from the press and 

to issue press releases as may be appropriate; and 

(iv) participate in the removal operation debriefing. 

(d) Aircraft operator’s representative should, amongst other things: 

(i) implement the aircraft operator’s removal plan for such an emergency; 

(ii) meet with the aerodrome coordinator, SLAAIIB investigator and other relevant parties 

to develop a comprehensive plan for the removal of aircraft; 

(iii) decide on the need for consultation with aircraft airframe and engine manufacturers, 

or other aircraft operator representatives experienced in such accidents; and 

(iv) participate in the removal operation debriefing 

3. Information on Equipment, Personnel and Facilities 

(a) Equipment and Personnel Available  

List of equipment and personnel that would be made available for the removal operation, 

should be available for the removal operation.  

(i) The list of equipment must include information on the type and location of heavy 

equipment or special units needed, and the average time it will take to get them to the 

aerodrome. This must be coordinated with the airlines operating at the aerodrome. 

(ii) The list of personnel should also contain information on the availability of human 

resources for road making and other duties. Names, addresses and telephone numbers 

of personnel and equipment representatives should be given. 

(b) Access Routes 

Include information on access routes to any part of the airport including if required, special 

routes for cranes to avoid power lines. A grid map of the type referred to SLCAA-AC-

AGA005-Rev.01 - Aerodrome Rescue and Firefighting may be useful for this purpose. 

(c) Security 

Define means of maintaining security for the aircraft removal operation 

(d) Aircraft removal equipment kits 

Describe arrangements for the rapid receipt of aircraft removal equipment kits available 

from other airports. This should be coordinated with the airlines operating at the aerodrome. 

(e) Aircraft Data 

Describe arrangements to make available at the aerodrome, manufacturer’s data pertaining 

to aircraft removal for the various types of aircraft which normally use the aerodrome. 

(f) Aircraft Defueling 

Describe arrangements with the resident fuelling companies to ensure that the defueling, 

storage and disposal of the aircraft fuel, including contaminated fuel, can be done at short 

notice. 
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(g) Responsible Representatives 

List names, addresses and telephone numbers of responsible representatives of each aircraft 

operator, as well as of the nearest representatives of aircraft and engine manufacturers 
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APPENDIX 2 - THE AIRCRAFT REMOVAL TEAM 

1. Composition Of The Aircraft Removal Team 

It is suggested that each aircraft operator develop a core group of personnel who will become 
responsible for any aircraft removal events related to the operator. The general recommendations 
for the team are: 

(i) that it be made up of volunteers from the aircraft maintenance department; 

(ii) that each individual should possess a good technical background and have a strong 

interest in the aircraft removal process; and 

(iii)those individuals that remain part of the removal team, even if they are promoted or 

moved to other internal departments, so that any experience gained is not lost. 

2. The Removal Team Manager 

Each removal team should have one member assigned as the manager to control the activities of 

the removal team and to oversee any recovery events. The manager should have clear lines of 

responsibility and decision-making authority. It is suggested that the manager meet the following 

requirements: 

(i) have experience as an aircraft maintenance production manager; 

(ii) have experience and knowledge related to aircraft removal; 

(iii)organize regular meetings and training sessions for the aircraft removal team; and 

(iv) act as the interface between senior management, the aerodrome operator and the local 

and State authorities responsible for aircraft removal. 

3. Team Leaders 

 Depending on the size of the airline and the area to be covered, more than one team leader 
may be required. It is suggested that team leaders meet the following requirements: 

(i) have experience as an aircraft maintenance production team leader or foreman; 

(ii) have good technical and leadership qualities; 

(iii) have experience and knowledge of aircraft recovery; 

(iv) have knowledge of equipment such as jacks, pneumatic lifting bags, cranes and their 

general operation; 

(v) report to the aircraft recovery manager regarding aircraft recovery events and issues; 

(vi) control airline owned aircraft recovery equipment and ensure its serviceability; 

(vii) make recommendations and suggestions related to the purchase of aircraft recovery 

equipment; and 

(viii) supervise any on-site recovery processes. 

4. Structures and Systems Engineers 

Although engineers may not be included as part of the actual aircraft removal team, contact 

information should be available to the team. Structures and systems engineers will be able to 

assist as follows: 
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(i) analyse aircraft damage; 

(ii) prepare the drawings necessary for temporary repairs; and 

(iii) assist the recovery manager and team leader with recovery-related decisions. 

5. Planner or Purchasing Agent 

Although planning and purchasing agents may not be included as part of the actual aircraft 

removal team, contact information should be available to the team. Planner or purchasing agent 

will be able to assist as follows: 

(i) contract the required heavy equipment operators; 

(ii) arrange shipment of the required recovery equipment whether available locally or with 

requirement to transport; and 

(iii)organize leasing of other required equipment, hotels, transport, etc. 

6. Licensed Aircraft Technicians 

Although licensed aircraft technicians may not be included as part of the actual aircraft removal 

team, contact information should be available to the team. Licensed aircraft technicians will: 

(i) have a good technical background; 

(ii) hold a valid aircraft maintenance licence for the specific aircraft types; 

(iii)report to and assist the removal team leader; and 

(iv) carry out specific maintenance tasks assigned by the team leader. 
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APPENDIX 3 - AIRCRAFT REMOVAL COST TEMPLATE 

Increasingly, costs of certain operations are being requested. In an attempt to help capture the   

costs associated with an aircraft recovery event, an Aircraft Removal Cost Template should be 

developed. The template shown below, has been designed strictly as a guide. 

1. The information required to capture direct costs includes: 

(a) labour man-hours involved in the recovery operation for the aircraft operator and any 

contracted assistance; 

(b) manager man-hours the aircraft operator has engaged in the recovery operation; 

(c) specific recovery equipment rentals, including either flat rate charges or the cost per day of 

leased or rented equipment such as IATP kits; 

(d) the cost of shipping or transporting any rented recovery kits; 

(e) emergency response clean-up, including outside emergency response clean-up companies 

contracted to contain or clean up fluid spills, or handle hazardous materials; and 

(f) returning the site to normal, including the cost of a general clean-up of the area, grading of 

the site and possible removal of materials used to build crane pads or roadways. 

2. The information required to capture indirect costs includes: 

(a) environmental assessment, including inspections, core samples and assessment of the site 

for contamination due to fuel and hydraulic leaks and other related hazardous materials; 

(b) environmental clean-up, including the removal of any contaminated materials from the site; 

and 

(c) loss of aircraft use, cancellation of flights and diversion of flights due to runway closures, 

etc. Although this is difficult to obtain, it can be estimated. 

3. The information required to capture aerodrome costs includes: loss of tenant revenue and landing 

fees due to passenger reductions during restrictive operations. An example of an Aircraft 

Removal Cost Template to calculate the total costs, is shown below. 
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AIRCRAFT REMOVAL COST TEMPLATE 

Airline direct costs Man-hours Cost ($) Total Cost ($) 

Removal costs:    

Labour man-hours    

Manager man-hours    

Specific recovery equipment rental:    

- Flat rate     

- Per day     

- Shipping cost    

Heavy equipment rental:    

- Flat rate     

- Per day    

Emergency response clean-up, fuel spills    

Return incident site to normal    

 

 Total direct costs 

   

Airline indirect costs    

Environmental assessment    

Environmental clean-up    

Loss of use of aircraft    

Cost of diversion of flights    

Reduction in flights due to runway 

closures 

   

Total indirect costs    
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TOTAL AIRLINE REMOVAL COSTS    

 

Airport costs Cost ($) 

Flight reduction revenue loss  

Additional manpower costs  

Additional equipment costs  

TOTAL AIRPORT COST  
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APPENDIX 4 - INTERNATIONAL AIRLINE TECHNICAL POOL (IATP) RECOVERY KITS 

1. Airlines should have a clear definition of their responsibilities and authority to enter into contracts 

for removal services, and aerodrome operators should be made aware of these arrangements. 

General recovery equipment such as hand tools, cranes and tugs may be locally available, whilst 

the vitally needed specialized lifting equipment is found at locations around the world. 

2. It is estimated that the time spent after an accident for the States investigation, obtaining clearance 

from the airlines insurance company , defuelling of the aircraft, mass reducing, providing access 

roads to the accident site, collecting general recovery equipment locally etc. may be around 20hrs 

or more, particularly in cases of larger aircraft types. Recovery kits are expected to be kept in a 

state of preparedness for immediate shipment and in most cases, it should be possible to transport 

a kit by air from the nearest location to the accident /incident site in time for the commencement 

of the lifting operations. 

3. Further information on IATP recovery kits is available at https://www.iatp.com 
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APPENDIX 5 – PLANNING CHART 

The chart below is intended as a general view and guide to assist in the aircraft removal process. It is 

not anticipated to be used as step by step instructions in dealing with a removal event. 

 

Planning Chart 
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APPENDIX 6 - GENERAL AIRCRAFT REMOVAL MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT 

1. General 

(a) a list and description of materials and equipment required for the aircraft removal operations 

is required to be provided. These materials and equipment should be adjusted based on the 

largest aircraft that may be expected to operate at the aerodrome. In general, NLA will require 

greater numbers of some types of materials and equipment, and load rated capacities will 

require higher limits. These equipment should be readily available but not necessarily stored 

at the aerodrome. 

2. Aircraft Removal Equipment 

The following list is intended as a guide for what may be required during a removal event. Various 

items may be substituted for locally available materials. The general types of equipment required 

include: 

(i) removal equipment (weight reduction) 

(ii) levelling and supporting equipment 

(iii) tethering equipment 

(iv) ground reinforcement equipment 

(v) lifting equipment 

(vi) moving equipment 

(vii) communication equipment 

(viii) shelter for personnel 

3. Aircraft Removal Materials and Equipment Description and Use 

A short description of the materials and equipment and how they are used in a removal operation 

are as follows: 

Ballast bag: 

(i) usually made of strong woven fiber (to be filled with sand or earth) for the purpose of 

providing a manageable receptacle for the contents; 

(ii) used to provide mass in situations where counterbalance is needed; 

(iii) can be used in many other ways, such as building a platform for levelling equipment; and 

(iv) if laid in brick-fashion, a stable but non-rigid structure can be built. 

Plywood sheets (6 mm thick): 

(i) versatile material with many uses, such as for protecting pneumatic lifting bags from 

damaged aircraft skin, minor protuberances and other areas with sharp and jagged edges; 

(ii) for use between aircraft skin and lifting or tethering cables to protect aircraft; and 

(iii)heavy woven matting or light gauge sheet metal might be considered as a substitute. 
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Plywood sheets (25 mm thick): 

(i) thicker plywood used primarily for placement over soft earth to facilitate movement of 

aircraft or equipment. 

Steel plates: 

(i) intended for placement under jacks to increase bearing area; 

(ii) plate sizes of approximately 1.2 m × 2.4 m suitable for use on only very firm earth or thin 

pavement; and 

(iii)subsurface preparation may be required when jacking on soft earth. 

Cribbing material: 

(i) for the purpose of building platforms on which to place the pneumatic lifting bags. Essentially, 

a platform is constructed for each bag under the aircraft’s wing to a height of about 1m of 

the lower wing  skin. The exact dimensions depend on several factors such as the type of bag, 

type of aircraft, attitude  and terrain; 

(ii) most versatile material that is widely available in most areas; and 

(iii)if not available in sufficient quantity at the aerodrome, other materials may be substituted 

such as concrete piles, concrete blocks, bricks, ballast bags filled with earth or any structure 

of sufficient strength and stability to serve as cribbing material. 

Metal, plastic and fiberglass products: 

(i) ground reinforcement; 

(ii) intended to provide a rolling surface over earth to permit the towing of aircraft; and 

(iii)reinforcing very soft terrain may require more elaborate preparations. 

Note - Plywood sheets and steel plates may perform the same purpose but will require 

additional quantities. 

Crushed rock: 

(i) used for filling and levelling areas for equipment access, jack or pneumatic bag placement, 

etc. 

Concrete (quick set): 

(i) intended for subsurface preparation for jacking or other concentrated earth load situations. 

Note - ordinary concrete can be made to set quickly with the addition of calcium chloride 

or appropriate commercial preparations. 

Drainage pump: 

(i) for removal of water when excavation is required to prepare rolling or jacking surface. 

Note - may not be required in arid climates. 

Earth anchors: 

(i) provide stability and allow tethering of aircraft during the lifting process. 
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Note - adequate anchors can be made on site by using a bulldozer to bury a bundle of 

timbers attached with a tethering cable. 

Cranes: 

(i) in sufficient quantities and capacities to lift all or part of the affected aircraft; and 

(ii) may be self-propelled on crawler tracks or wheels. 

Mobile multi-wheel flatbeds: 

(i) usually procured from industrial movers of heavy equipment, such as transformers, turbines, 

bridges and buildings. 

Steel cables: 

(i) for towing or winching aircraft by attaching the cable to the main landing gear; and 

(ii) frequently used to tow undamaged aircraft from soft earth to pavement. 

Carbon fiber loops: 

(i) available in many lengths and strengths; and 

(ii) more widely used than steel cables for towing and winching. 

Rope: 

(i) for many miscellaneous uses. 

Block and tackle: 

(i) used as an alternative to winching or towing to move aircraft or to handle major detached 

pieces of aircraft. 

Pulling/winching units: 

(i) better control is obtained by winching from a stationary point or vehicle than conventional 

towing in an aircraft removal operation, which is usually not effective. 

Tank: 

(i) proper tank, if available, is ideal as a storage and disposal facility for offloaded fuel; and 

(ii) safety and ecological considerations may be involved in other temporary methods such as 

pumping into collapsible tanks. 

Floodlights and generators: 

(i) for illumination of aircraft removal site during night operations. 

Communication equipment: 

(i) telephone, two-way radio, cell/mobile phone, megaphones, etc., for communicating 

during actual aircraft lifting and movement between the several interrelated workstations; 

and 
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(ii) hand-held radio transceivers or cell/mobile telephones may be a better alternative than 

megaphones. 

Note -the aerodrome’s complexity tends to determine the extent to which this must be provided 

and organized. 

Area and terrain map: 

(i) to indicate grades for the purpose of planning the towing of aircraft; 

(ii) to indicate subsurface structures such as buried pipes, soft unstable ground, recently excavated 

ground and electrical installations, which may be disturbed by excavation or towing. 

Workshop trailer or tent: 

(i) for use as on site workshop, field office, etc. 

Note - a large van with electrical power, desk and communication centre for immediate 

location at the site of a removal operation or similar emergency may be used. Leased coaches 

can also be used for the same objective. 

Grounding rod: 

(i) provides an earthing/grounding point for the aircraft while defuelling and/or when other 

flammable hazards exist. 

Fencing materials and signs: 

(i) to demarcate and restrict the work area to those who are involved in the aircraft removal 

operation. 

Tractor or bulldozer (or other earth-moving equipment): 

(i) for uses such as moving earth and levelling terrain to make temporary roadways; and 

(ii) towing, tethering, etc. 

Compressor: 

(i) with manifold and connections to fit appropriate tools for drilling, sawing and other operations 

necessary to the removal operation. 

Rotary or demolition saw: 

(i) metal-cutting saw for clearing or removal of wreckage; and 

(ii) hydraulic, pneumatic, electric or engine driven. 

Chain saws: 

(i) useful for cutting timber. 

Note - Fire hazards are associated with the cutting operation as well as with the power source 

when using saws. 
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Bolt cutters, metal shearers, ladders and other basic tools: 

(i) for miscellaneous uses. 

4. Quantity and Description of Other Recovery Equipment and Materials 

The suggested quantity and description of materials/equipment that may be required is as follows: 

Quantity Description 

5 000 kg ballast bags, maximum mass/bag should not exceed 25 kg 

10 plywood sheets for padding 
 6 × 1,250 × 2,500 mm 

50 plywood sheets for padding and ground reinforcement 
 20 or 25 ×1,250 × 2,500 mm 

 steel plates for ground reinforcement 
12 13 × 1,250 × 2,500 mm  

12 26 × 1,250 × 2,500 mm 

cribbing material - compatible with two 40-tonne bags, five 25-tonne bags or 
equivalent 

325 100 × 240 × 2,500 mm 
130 100 × 240 × 3,500 mm 

 cribbing material - compatible with six 25-tonne bags or equivalent 
350 100 × 240 × 2,500 mm  

150 100 × 240 × 3,500 mm 

200 steel spikes (nails) for crib assembly 

— ground reinforcement mats or plates to lay five tracks, each a minimum 3-m wide 
and each 50- to 100-m long 

10 m3 crushed rock or gravel 

10 m3 concrete, quickset, for use in water environment 

— self-powered drainage pumps for water 

5 earth anchors (dead weight), 9- to 13.5-tonne capacity (or heavy-duty 
 sand-loaded trucks) 

— cranes, sufficient to lift part or all of affected aircraft, with personnel bucket, if 
 available, for nose or tail lifting 

— mobile, multi-wheel, heavy-load flatbeds or special aircraft recovery trailers for 
moving aircraft without landing gear; number of units required depends on 
aircraft weight 

4 steel cable assembly, 25mm minimum diameter, complete with eyes and pear 
links at each end, 30 - 50m (shackles to be provided by aircraft owner); heavier 
cable should be available for larger aircraft 
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Quantity Description 

300 m rope, 25mm in diameter 

300 m rope, 50mm in diameter 

2 multiple-strand block and tackle, 50-tonne pulling capacity 

2 pulling/winching units, each 10-tonne minimum capacity (e.g. tractors cat. 2 
or 3, winch-trucks, army tanks) 

200 000 litres storage capacity for offloaded fuel 

1 self-powered floodlight generator, 10 kVA 

10 floodlights with associated cables and stands 

— communication equipment for inter-aerodrome and base facilities and for city 
 telephone network, as required 

3 megaphones with self-contained amplifiers or similar 

1 area elevation map with underground installations, showing soft, unstable 
ground/recently excavated ground 

1 workshop trailer or tent providing storage facilities and shelter 

1 3-m copper coated steel grounding rod with 20-m cable with clip 

1 kit  fencing material and “Danger Keep Out” and “Smoking Prohibited” signs 

1 equipment to move earth, e.g. bulldozer or equivalent (large) 

1 equipment to move earth, e.g. bulldozer or equivalent (small) 

1 self-powered compressor for operating tools of 6.9 kPa and 38 dm3/s 

1 air powered rotary saw 

1 kit bolt cutters, sheet metal shears 

1 kit basic tools, such as picks, shovels, crowbars, sledge hammers, hand-saws, etc. 

2 ladders, lightweight, 6m long 

2 ladders, lightweight, 9m long 
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5. Quantity And Description Of Specialized Aircraft Removal Equipment 

Quantity       Description 

To be established on site   various types of lifting devices of adequate  
      capabilities to lift aircraft that normally use the 
       aerodrome. Other associated equipment 
necessary       for their operations, such as compressors, air 
      distribution equipment, hoses and protective pads, 
      should be included. 

1 kit     Lifting device of adequate capacity to lift aircraft 
      that normally use the  aerodrome 

1 set     Tethering equipment 
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APPENDIX 7 – AIRCRAFT REMOVAL TEAM 

1 Composition of the aircraft removal team 

Each aircraft operator should develop a team of personnel who will be responsible for any related 

aircraft removal event. General recommendations for the team are: 

(i) It be made up of volunteers from the aircraft maintenance department 

(ii) Each individual should possess a good technical background and have a strong interest in 

the aircraft removal process; and 

(iii) Those personnel should remain part of the removal team even if they are promoted or 

transferred to other sections, so that any experience gained in not lost. 

2 The removal team Manager 

Each removal team should have a member assigned as the manager to control the activities of the 

removal team and to oversee any recovery events. The manager should have clear lines of 

responsibility and decision making authority. It is suggested that the manager meet the following 

minimum requirements: 

(i) Have experience as an aircraft maintenance manager 

(ii) Experience and knowledge related to aircraft removal 

(iii)Organise regular meetings and training sessions for the aircraft removal team, and 

(iv) Act as the interface between the airlines senior management, the aerodrome operator and 

the relevant State authorities. 

3 Team Leaders 

Depending on the size of the airline and the areas to be covered, more than one team leader mat 

be required. It is recommended that the team leaders meet the following requirements: 

(i) Have experience as an aircraft maintenance production team leader or foreman 

(ii) Have good technical and leadership qualities 

(iii) Have experience and knowledge of aircraft recovery 

(iv) Have knowledge of equipment such as jacks, pneumatic lifting bags, cranes and their 

general operations 

(v) Report to the aircraft recovery manager regarding aircraft recovery events and issues 

(vi) Control airline owned aircraft recovery equipment and ensure its serviceability 

(vii) Make recommendations and suggestions related to the purchase of aircraft recovery 

equipment; and 

(viii) Supervise any on-site recovery processes 

4 Structures and systems Engineers  

Although engineers may not necessarily be part of the actual aircraft removal team, contact 

information should be available to the team. Structures and systems engineers will be able to 

assist as follows: 

(i) Analyse aircraft damage 
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(ii) Prepare the drawings necessary for temporary repairs; and 

(iii)Assist the recovery manager and team leader with recovery-related decisions 

5 Planner or purchaser agents  

Although planning and purchasing agents may not necessarily be part of the actual aircraft 

removal team, contact information should be available to the team. Planner or purchasing agent 

will be able to assist as follows: 

(i) Contract the required heavy equipment operators 

(ii) Arrange shipment of the required recovery equipment whether available locally or with 

requirement to transport; and  

(iii)Organize leasing of other equipment, hotels, transport, etc. 

6 Licensed aircraft technicians 

Although licensed aircraft technicians may not be included as part of the actual aircraft removal 

team, contact information should be available to the team. Licensed aircraft technicians will: 

(i) Have a good technical background 

(ii) Hold a valid aircraft maintenance licence for the specific aircraft types 

(iii)Report to and assist the removal team leader; and 

(iv) Carry out specific maintenance tasks assigned by the team leader 
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APPENDIX 8 – AIRCRAFT REMOVAL PROCESS DOCUMENT 

1 The aircraft operator is required to establish an aircraft removal process document which will 

assist the airline by preparing them for any aircraft removal event, as it would contain full 

instruction on how to prepare for, organise and carry out a successful removal event. 

2 This document should also provide detailed steps beginning from the time of notification of the 

accident/incident to the aircraft’s inspection at a repair facility. Suggested contents includes the 

following: 

(i) An up-to-date list of all removal team personnel including their contact details. A 

process should be in place to ensure the list remains up-to-date. 

(ii) A list of all applicable aircraft that the team is responsible for. This may include aircraft 

owned or leases by the operator, aircraft from subsidiary airlines or other contracted 

aircraft 

(iii) Clear procedures to follow when notified of an incident, including the requirement to 

record all relevant data 

(iv) A current list of applicable State agencies and their contact details 

(v) Recommendations on logistical preparations, including passport requirements, 

vaccination and visa along with suggested contents of a personal “Go Kit”. 

(vi) A full list of the operators support staff and contact details for assistance with different 

removal scenarios which may involve flight dispatch and weight and balance 

departments 

(vii) A current detailed list of all operator-owned removal equipment including location 

container size and weight 

(viii) A copy of the IATP equipment pools list showing the contents and location of their 

available removal kits (i.e. if a member) 

(ix) A list of any recovery equipment owned by the various aerodrome operators that the 

airline operates out of and their storage locations; 

(x) A list of locally available aircraft removal materials and equipment. 

(xi) The ARNs for each fleet type the operator maintains; mostly ARMs are available in 

digital formats 

(xii) The sizes of all cargo compartment doors in the operator’s fleet. This information will 

be helpful when it is necessary to transport equipment from one aerodrome to another; 

and 

(xiii) A list of relevant company-owned equipment for use during a removal event that may 

include the location, capacities and extended and compressed heights of lifting bags, 

slings and jacks.  
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APPENDIX 9 – AIRCRAFT REMOVAL REPORT FORM 

1 one of the most important task of aircraft removal incidents is the recording of data. It is therefore 

recommended that a proforma be used for this purpose. The form should be designed for use by 

the aerodrome and/or aircraft operator to record information arising from the removal of a 

disabled aircraft. 

 

Aircraft Removal Report Form 
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